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In the foreseeable future, fossil fuel is likely to remain the dominant source of energy.
This can be seen in the reference case of the world energy consumption forecast by the
United State Energy Information Administration (EIA, 2013). The consumption of world
energy from 1980 to 2010 and the subsequent projection up to 2040, sorted by sources, are
shown in Fig. 1.1. This general projection of energy consumption is an extrapolation of
the current economic outlook, energy consumption and policies. However, possible new
legislation that may change the energy usage is not accounted for in this forecast. As one
of the main energy sources, natural gas, is of particular interest to the energy security of the
United States owning to its role in achieving foreign energy independence. Specifically, the
recent increase in U.S. domestic shale gas production through the fast adoption of hydraulic
fracking technique has reduced the net U.S. import of natural gas (EIA, 2013).
In a forecast by the International Energy Agency (IEA, 2012), a comprehensive outlook
for the world energy consumption has been considered under the impact of several different
sets of possible new energy policies. Some policies that are anticipated in this report, such
as carbon tax, are new efforts to reduce the carbon emission. Despite that, fossil fuel is
predicted to see no dramatic drop in its usage, and it is anticipated to account for 75% of
the total energy consumption in 2035, a slight decrease from current share of 81%. In fact,
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Figure 1.1: World energy consumption ( in 1015 Btu ) from 1990 to 2040 organized by
energy source. The vertical line at 2010 separates historical values from forecast. (EIA,
2013)
2
the forecasted abatement of carbon emissions in this scenario is mostly due to the higher
efficiency in the fossil energy utilization.
It is apparent that higher energy efficiencies are important in maintaining the future
energy balance. Even now, increasing fuel prices have significantly boosted the demand
for more efficient aircraft (Boeing, 2013). The aviation industry is especially sensitive to
fuel price fluctuations since the cost of fuel is usually the main operating expenditure of
most airline companies (Epstein, 2012). In the development of more fuel-efficient aircraft,
the aircraft engine has been identified as an important component for improvement. The gas
turbine engine, which is the power-plant of most commercial aircraft, is responsible for the
conversion of the chemical-bond energy into propulsive force. If this conversion process
can be made more efficient, it holds the potential to contribute to the overall efficiency of
the next generation of aircraft.
The combustor is the engine component where the chemical energy of aviation fuel is
liberated. Due to space constraints, fuel has to be mixed and burnt rapidly in the combustion
chamber (Lefebvre et al., 2010). To this end, modern combustors usually use swirling flows
to enhance the mixing of fuel and air, as well as for flame stabilization (Gupta et al., 1984).
A swirling flow introduces strong shear, which can enhance the turbulence level in the
combustor, thus improving the mixing of fuel and air. More importantly, high degree of
swirl can induce recirculation zones, which are crucial for flame stabilization.
Besides more rapid combustion, reduced pollutant emission is another driving factor in
combustor design. Over the years, the regulation on the emissions of oxides of nitrogen
(NOx) for gas turbines have become increasingly stringent because NOx is known to be
responsible for the formation of smog and acid rain (Upham et al., 2012; Lefebvre et al.,
2010). In gas turbine combustors, lean premixed prevaporized (LPP) injection systems
are promising technologies that can potentially achieve NOx reduction (Correa, 1993) .
In addition, the rich-burn, quick-quench and lean-burn approach (RQL) is another NOx
mitigation strategy applicable to aircraft engines (Lefebvre et al., 2010).
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Among the two NOx reduction technologies described above, the LPP technology is
scheduled to be utilized in the next generation of combustors in aerospace applications
(Foust et al., 2012). The new design, so-called twin annular premixing swirler (TAPS)
combustor, imparts significant amount of swirl to the flow in order to premix the fuel and
air. Moreover, the twin annular design of the combustor features an inner non-premixed
flame, which serves as the pilot to stabilize the outer lean premixed flame. A fully lean
premixed combustor for aviation purposes may require further developments of this tech-
nology due to its susceptibility to thermo-acoustics instabilities (Lieuwen & McManus,
2003). Thermo-acoustic instabilities occur when energy liberated from heat release is con-
verted to acoustic oscillations at resonance frequencies of the combustion device. These
thermo-acoustic instabilities are usually of substantial amplitude, which can have a detri-
mental effect on the structural integrity of gas turbine engines.
In addition to thermo-acoustics instabilities, the combustion process itself can also be
highly unstable. Specifically, local extinction of turbulent flames can occur when turbulent
eddies are able to penetrate the reaction zone (Boxx et al., 2013; Sutton & Driscoll, 2007;
Ihme et al., 2005). Subsequently, the extinguished flame may re-ignite later when the
local condition becomes favorable to combustion again. Furthermore, flames can be blown
out if the combustion process is overwhelmed by convection effect (Driscoll & Rasmussen,
2005). Nevertheless, the blow-off limit is generally avoided during the operation of engines
but local extinction and re-ignition can still occur due to turbulence fluctuations.
Hydrodynamic instability is another type of unsteady dynamics that is commonly found
in gas turbine combustors. In non-premixed combustion, the injection of fuel can introduce
shear layers, which can support Kelvin Helmholtz instabilities (Coats, 1996). This type of
hydrodynamic instability usually manifests as periodic roll-up of the shear layer, thereby
inducing unsteady flame oscillations. In addition, large-scale helical instabilities can also
be observed in swirling flames (Syred, 2006). These helical structures rotate, resulting in
an asymmetric heat release mode. Due to the potential of these two types of hydrodynamic
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instabilities in modulating the flame dynamics, the coupling with the thermo-acoustic mode
of the combustor is a possibility.
Unsteady dynamics in a gas turbine combustors are not only observed in experiments,
but they can also be captured in numerical simulations (Selle et al., 2004). Numerical sim-
ulations are considered to be predictive methods as they allow for the characterization of a
combustor without physically testing the actual device. In order to accurately model these
unsteady effects within a combustor, high fidelity predictive methods are necessary (Gic-
quel et al., 2012). However, the application of this class of predictive tools usually requires
significant amount of computational resources. Although the advancement of computa-
tional capabilities has rendered high fidelity simulations more accessible, these methods
are still not suitable for real-time assessments of engine designs in routine applications.
For this reason, reduced-order models are the appropriate approaches. In contrast to de-
tailed simulations, low-order models can quickly be evaluated but these models are mostly
tailored to only capture a subset of the physics of a combustor. Nevertheless, both high
fidelity combustor simulations and low-order models are useful predictive tools.
1.2 Large Eddy Simulation
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is a high-fidelity numerical method that can be utilized for
the prediction of combustion processes in gas turbine engines. This numerical procedure
only resolves large scale turbulent structures while modeling the smaller scales. This is in
contrast to the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulation in which all turbulent
scales are modeled (Pitsch, 2006; Poinsot & Veynante, 2005). As a result, RANS simula-
tions may be more sensitive to the choice of turbulent models than LES. However, LES is
computationally more expensive than RANS due to increased resolution requirements.
Gicquel et al. (2012) recently reviewed the development of LES for modeling real com-
bustors. In this review article, the swirler has been identified as a suitable target for LES
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simulations. Due to the complex flow passages in most swirlers, it may produce highly
complex flow field structure in the combustor even without reaction. With this issue in
mind, Wang et al. (2007) have performed LES to study the non-reacting flow in complex
swirlers. In this study, the LES results are validated against statistics of the experimentally
measured velocities at selected downstream locations. Given sufficient mesh resolution, the
aforementioned simulation results generally show reasonable agreement with experiments.
Unlike non-reacting simulations, LES of reacting flows requires additional closure
models for the turbulence chemistry interaction. Over the years, several combustion mod-
els have been developed for LES (Peters, 2000; Poinsot & Veynante, 2005) and they are
briefly summarized in the following. Overall, combustion models of LES can be classified
into two categories. The first class of model is combustion regime agnostic and includes
eddy dissipation model/eddy break up model (Spalding, 1971; Magnussen, 1981), linear
eddy model (Kerstein, 1992) and the filtered probability density function method (Pope,
1991; Haworth, 2010). These models generally require the direct evaluation of the reaction
chemistry but detailed descriptions of chemistry usually consist of large number of elemen-
tary chemical reactions. Therefore, reduced chemical kinetics or chemistry simplification
techniques such as intrinsic low-dimensional manifolds (ILDM) (Maas & Pope, 1992) are
usually employed in conjunction with these combustion models.
Other modeling approaches utilize certain assumptions of the flame structure to de-
scribe the turbulent chemistry interaction. In general, these models are designed to capture
the dynamics of either premixed flames or non-premixed flames. There are distinct models
for these two types of flames because the physical phenomena that control the chemical
reaction are different for these two scenarios. Premixed flames are characterized by flame
propagation (Kuo, 2005). Since turbulence is shown to be able to affect the speed at which
the flame can propagate (Clavin & Williams, 1979), it is necessary for premixed flame
models to account for the effects of turbulence on premixed flame. Examples of turbulent
premixed flame models are the Thickened Flame model (Colin et al., 2000), Flamelet Pro-
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longation of ILDM (Gicquel et al., 2000) or Flamelet Generated Manifolds (Oijen & Goey,
2000) , and G-equation model (Peters, 1999). On the other side, non-premixed flames
are controlled by the mixing of fuel and oxidizer (Bilger, 1976) and the reaction zone is
restricted to locations in which the reactants are well-mixed. Therefore, turbulent non-
premixed flame models need to accurately capture the advection and diffusion of reactants.
Conditional Moment Closure (Klimenko & Bilger, 1999; Bilger, 1993) and non-premixed
flamelet models (Peters, 1984; Ihme, 2007; Pierce & Moin, 2004) are some examples of
turbulent non-premixed flame models used in LES.
Combustion processes in most gas turbine combustor are usually not purely premixed
or non-premixed. In a lean premixed model combustor based on a Turbomeca indus-
trial burner (Meier et al., 2007), Raman measurements showed considerably variation of
mixedness of fuel and oxidizer. A subsequent numerical study by Franzelli et al. (2012)
has shown that the mixing of fuel and oxidizer needs to be considered for the accurate
prediction of flame structures in this combustor. Although regime-dependent models are
developed for ideal conditions, Pitsch & Steiner (2000), Ihme et al. (2005) and Vreman
et al. (2009) have successfully applied these types of models in LES of partially premixed
Methane/air flames (Barlow & Frank, 1998; Barlow, 1996). Generally, the results of these
simulations are in good agreement with measurements.
1.3 Low Order Models
Although lean premixed/prevaporized combustion has been shown to reduce pollutant emis-
sion, this combustion mode is susceptible to flame instabilities (Lieuwen & McManus,
2003). Moreover, the combustor is tightly coupled with the rest of the gas turbine engine
so that upstream conditions may destabilize the flame. Therefore, the combustor has to
be tested for a wide range of operating conditions in order to ensure the system stability.
High-fidelity simulations can assist in the prediction of flame instability but its high compu-
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tational cost precludes its application from routine calculations of each possible operation
scenario. In this regard, low-order predictive methods are better suited for such applications
due to the reduced computational cost, but these methods are usually less accurate than the
high-fidelity approaches. With the increasing availability of high fidelity simulations, it is
possible now to complement low-order methods with results of high fidelity simulations to
increase the accuracy of the former.
Thermo-acoustics instabilities, if present in the gas turbine engine combustors, pose
significant risk to the safety of the engine. In addition, such instabilities are commonly ob-
served in lean premixed/prevaporized combustion systems (Lieuwen & McManus, 2003).
Therefore, low-order models have been developed to predict the acoustics response of the
combustor as well as the entire engine. One of the method is the network model in which
the acoustic dynamic of an engine is reproduced with a series of connected acoustic ele-
ments (Poinsot & Veynante, 2005). Linear acoustics transfer functions are prescribed to
each of these acoustic elements and the resulting linear system can be solved in frequency
space. Since a flame is present in the combustor during operation, its response to acoustic
perturbations can be represented by a flame transfer function (Crocco & Cheng, 1956) .
The flame transfer function, under the thin flame assumption, can be approximated as
a heat release term with gain and time-lag components. Finding the correct values for
these two parameters becomes a very important task, since the accuracy of the low-order
model is highly dependent on these two parameters. Past research has shown that the model
parameters of realistic combustors can be dependent on excitation frequency, fluctuations of
equivalent ratio, and velocity (Lieuwen & McManus, 2003). Therefore, the gain and time-
lag of the model can be highly dependent on the operating condition and the combustor
configuration. These parameters are usually obtained from experimental investigations but
researchers have begun to use LES to computationally determine these parameters (Chong
et al., 2010) .
In addition to acoustics modes, hydrodynamic instabilities are another important pro-
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cess that can modify the flame response. As mentioned earlier, the swirling flow inside a
realistic injector can usually induce regions of strong shear that may support hydrodynamic
instabilities (Wang et al., 2005). In non-premixed flames and to some extent for partially
premixed flames, vortices induced by this type of instability can enhance or impede the
mixing of reactants, thus altering the time lag and combustion intensities of the flame. In
addition, there can be absolute hydrodynamic instabilities in swirl combustors where these
instabilities are sustained even without continuous external forcing. The precessing vortex
core (PVC) is an example of such instabilities in a swirl combustor and commonly observed
in industrial scale burners (Syred, 2006). Moreover, the hydrodynamic instability can also
couple with acoustics fluctuations and generate different vortical structures that are driven
by the frequency of the external perturbation (Ho & Huerre, 1984).
Linear stability analysis has been extensively used to investigate hydrodynamic insta-
bilities (Schmid & Henningson, 2001). In the early utilization of this analysis method,
simple flows have been considered because the governing equations need to be linearized
around a base flow and analytical solutions to simple problems were only available. Due
to this limitation, this method was exclusively employed for the theoretical characteriza-
tion of instabilities in planar reacting mixing layers (Shin & Ferziger, 1991; Trouve et al.,
1988). Following the development of numerical methods, the linear equations can now be
discretized and solved numerically. This opens up new applications of the linear analysis
and more complex configurations can be solved numerically. As a result, linear methods
have been applied to flow behind involving shocks (Mack et al., 2008), low pressure turbine
blades (Sharma et al., 2011), and iso-thermal gas turbine injectors (Juniper, 2012). Despite
that, its application to reacting flow is still limited to canonical jets or planar flames in
which simple one-step chemistry models are usually employed.
Both acoustics network method and linear stability analysis are linear methods. How-
ever, the flow dynamics can be largely non-linear at large amplitude of oscillation and the
linear methods may not be accurate. This is especially true in reacting flows as the chem-
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ical source term is very stiff and highly sensitive to thermodynamic variations. To some
extent, these effects can be captured with the model parameters of the acoustics analysis
but the determination of these parameters under all possible variations of combustion envi-
ronment is not feasible. A novel approach to low-order modeling is to restrict the unsteady
flow solutions to a set of pre-computed empirical modes (Noack et al., 2005; Noack et al.,
2008; Bergmann et al., 2009). This new class of methods has shown some promises but is
still in the early stages of research and development.
1.4 Roadmap and Scope
The overall objective of this thesis is to develop modeling capability that enables the in-
vestigation of gas turbine combustors. Specifically, low-order models such as parallel flow
instability analysis will be utilized to assess the response of the combustor to a wide range
of perturbations. The role of detailed simulation capabilities that are being developed will
be to predict the full dynamics of combustors. By utilizing both low-order capability and
high-fidelity methods, it is expected that the resulting approach can be applicable for a
wider range of combustion dynamics.
However, combustion models that are common in linear stability analysis are not con-
sistent with high-fidelity simulations. The incompatibility of thermo-chemical descriptions
needs to be reconciled before the two methods can be integrated into a useful framework.
Moreover, the utilization of high fidelity simulations for reacting flow predictions in com-
plex combustion environments is currently limited to research settings. The main reason for
its limited adoption is the extensive computational cost of such simulations. In particular,
chemical kinetics evaluation can consume significant amount of computational resources.
Therefore, regime dependent flamelet models are commonly used in simulations such as
LES since they allow for the computationally efficient evaluation of the reaction chemistry
through tabulation.
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The scope of this thesis is to extend linear stability analysis to incorporate flamelet
models that are utilized in LES. With this addition, linear stability analysis is used in con-
junction with detailed simulations to elucidate the hydrodynamic instabilities of a buoyant
non-premixed jet flame. Besides that, a gas turbine model combustor is also investigated
in this work. For this more complex configuration, comprehensive LES calculations are
performed.
1.4.1 Linear Stability Analysis of a Buoyant Jet Diffusion Flame
Instabilities in laminar non-premixed flames have been investigated experimentally, theo-
retically, and computationally. Early experiments on the subject are primarily concerned
with the flame flickering due to buoyancy induced instabilities. In particular, Chen et al.
(1989) used Mie-scattering to characterize vortical structures in the inner and outer regions
of non-premixed flames. These vortical structures are attributed to hydrodynamic instabil-
ities, and the periodical roll-up of vortex inside jet flame is the result of an inner instability
mode. Further outward from the jet flame, the outer instability mode is responsible for
the slowly bulging and necking of the flame. In fact, this investigation was partially moti-
vated by the linear stability analysis of Buckmaster & Peters (1988). Buckmaster & Peters
(1988), through theoretical analysis of an infinite candle flame, have identified a modified
Kelvin-Helmholtz mode, exhibiting the most unstable mode of a frequency of 17Hz. This
result is in agreement with the experiment by Chen et al. (1989) , which is remarkable con-
sidering that the analysis was performed at arbitrary downstream location while neglecting
viscous and buoyancy effects.
Katta & Roquemore (1993) performed several numerical simulations of a buoyant
propane jet diffusion flame to reproduce the experiment of Roquemore et al. (1989). By us-
ing an infinitely fast chemistry model, detailed simulations of Katta & Roquemore (1993)
are able predict experimentally measured temperature to a reasonable agreement. Two in-
stabilities mode were also present in their simulations and the frequency of the outer mode
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oscillation agrees with experimental measurements. However, the outer mode is no longer
present when buoyancy is neglected in the simulations. Based on this outcome, the outer
instability is likely be driven by buoyancy effects. In addition, Katta & Roquemore (1993)
also reported that the inner instability mode is significantly dampened when buoyancy ef-
fects are neglected.
Because of its geometric simplicity, the planar reacting shear-layer is also considered
for investigation of hydrodynamic instabilities in non-premixed flames. In an early work
on reacting shear layers, Shin & Ferziger (1991) identified three distinct instability modes,
namely a central mode in the middle of the shear layer, two inner and outer modes that orig-
inate from both fuel and oxidizer streams. Through inviscid linear analysis, Shin & Ferziger
(1991) found that heat release suppresses the central hydrodynamic mode in a shear layer
and amplifies the two outer modes. This work is complemented by Day et al. (1998) who
performed a comprehensive parametric study to elucidate effects of compressibility, den-
sity ratio, velocity ratio and heat release on the three instability modes. Compressibility,
heat release, and fuel/oxidizer density ratio was found to have stronger effects on the flow
structure compared to equivalence ratio and the velocity difference between both streams.
Since the review of Huerre & Monkewitz (1990) on the concept of absolutely and
convectively unstable flows, more recent investigations on buoyant non-premixed flames
(Lingens et al., 1996; Maxworthy, 1999; Juniper et al., 2009) are mostly related to the
absolute instability in flames. In an experiment complimented by linear analysis, Lingens
et al. (1996) concluded that the buoyant non-premixed flame is absolutely unstable. Al-
though buoyancy effects are neglected in their analysis, Lingens et al. (1996) discovered
the transition of the instability from convective to marginally absolute at one nozzle diam-
eter downstream of the nozzle exit. An experimental investigation on flame sensitivity to
modifications of the configurations also confirmed that the buoyant jet diffusion flames are
absolutely unstable (Maxworthy, 1999). Similarly, Juniper et al. (2009) introduced exter-
nal perturbations to a buoyant methane-air flame and found that the natural frequency of
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the flame is resilient to external disturbances. This property is attributed to a large absolute
unstable region in the flame.
In most linear stability analysis of chemically reacting flows, model-approximations
for velocity field, thermo-viscous-diffusive transport and reaction chemistry are commonly
employed to make the analysis more tractable. For instance, analytical profiles are usually
used as the base-flow in analysis so that the shear layer thickness can be specified as a
parameter (Michalke, 1984). The effect of viscosity is also neglected in most investiga-
tions. However, the temperature change induced by reaction is significant and can lead to
substantial variations in viscosity. To capture these effects, more detailed linear analysis
methods assume that the viscosity is linearly dependent on temperature. This is referred
to as Chapman approximation. Moreover, the reaction chemistry is usually limited to one-
step chemistry, which only provides an incomplete description of the flame structure in
non-premixed flames.
In Chap. 3, linear stability analysis is combined with a flamelet model so that the
method utilizes a combustion model that is consistent with that of the high fidelity methods.
This extended analysis method is utilized to study the effect of several model approxima-
tions on the results of the flow instability. More specifically, we are considering several
choices of base-flow profiles, different gas laws, transport models of varying fidelity and
two representations of reaction chemistry. The non-premixed jet flame studied by Füri
(2001) is here employed as the basis for this investigation. In addition, we also character-
ize two instability modes that are generally present in a buoyant non-premixed jet flame.
1.4.2 Large Eddy Simulation of a Gas Turbine Model Combustor
LES is a high fidelity simulation approach that can be utilized to predict the characteristics
of gas turbine combustors. Apte et al. (2003), Boudier et al. (2007) and Ihme & Pitsch
(2008) have applied this simulation method to realistic gas turbine combustors. However,
it is difficult to assess the accuracy of the LES results since comparisons with experimental
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measurements are mostly limited to conditions at the combustion exit. Even in the best
cases, only intrusive measurement techniques are likely be employed to obtain the flow
field information within combustors. This is due to the lack of optical access in real com-
bustors which is required to deploy non-intrusive diagnostics techniques such as Raman
spectroscopy and Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF).
Gas turbine model combustors are better suited as platforms for assessing the accuracy
of LES methodologies. Model combustors are laboratory scale burners that contain parts of
actual combustors. However, the combustor chamber is usually modified to include optical
access so that non-intrusive diagnostics can be used to obtain quantitative measurements
within the combustor. For example, the Preccinsta model combustor (Meier et al., 2007)
employs a swirler that is derived from a Turbomeca combustor but features a largely trans-
parent combustor chamber which is not found in actual combustors. For this burner, Meier
et al. (2007) have utilized Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) and Raman spectroscopy to
quantitatively characterize the flow field inside the burner. These quantitative data are not
only useful for the validation of numerical codes, but are essential in the investigation of
the thermo-acoustics feedback mechanisms.
LES calculations of the Preccinsta burner have been performed by Roux et al. (2005),
Galpin et al. (2008), Fiorina et al. (2010), Moureau et al. (2011), and Franzelli et al. (2012).
Since the injection of gaseous fuel occurs before the swirler, the combustion mode of this
burner corresponds to that of a premixed flame. Therefore, premixed flame models have
been utilized in all of these LES studies. Overall, these validation efforts showed that LES
results are in reasonable agreement with experimental measurements. In addition to LES
calculations, Moureau et al. (2011) also considered a simulation case in which turbulent
models were not employed for a mesh of 2.6 billion elements. Based on the analysis of
these results, the presumed-PDF models are shown to be reasonable for modeling of the
filtered source term. In the experiment by Meier et al. (2007), the imperfect mixing of
fuel and air is shown to be a possible cause for thermo-acoustics instabilities for one of the
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operating conditions. With the exception of the work by Franzelli et al. (2012), most LES
studies of this burner do not account for the unmixedness of the reactants. By including this
effect, Franzelli et al. (2012) were able to accurately predict thermo-acoustic instabilities.
Prior to the aforementioned combined numerical and experiment investigations on a
gas turbine model combustor, the TECFLAM burner (Landenfeld et al., 1998) is another
configuration in which similar validation efforts were carried out. This burner consists of a
movable block swirl nozzle and a central bluff body. Unlike the Preccinsta combustor, this
burner is unconfined. Instead of being connected to a chamber, the swirler and nozzle as-
sembly is placed inside a coflow of air. The burner also operates in a premixed combustion
mode as the fuel and air are premixed prior entrance to the swirler. Early applications of de-
tailed simulations (Landenfeld et al., 1998) yield mean velocities that agree reasonably well
with experimental results. However, the temperature is overall under-predicted by 200K.
More recent LES calculations with flamelet models by Kuenne et al. (2011), Ketelheun
et al. (2013) and Schmitt et al. (2013) showed better agreement with newer experimental
measurements (Gregor et al., 2009; Schneider et al., 2005) for velocities, temperature and
major species. The swirler assembly was included in the computational domain of these
LES studies while the early simulation efforts (Landenfeld et al., 1998) only consider the
flow after the nozzle exit. In addition, Jones et al. (2012) have performed an LES calcula-
tion of this configuration a transported PDF approach.
The two model combustor configurations described above operate in the premixed com-
bustion regime. However, combustors in aircraft engines tend to operate at non-premixed
and partially premixed conditions. To address this issue, Janus et al. (2007) experimentally
characterized a model combustor (MOLECULES) in which fuel and air are not premixed
before entering the swirlers. Moreover, the air is preheat and the operating pressure is el-
evated to mimic conditions of an aircraft engine. Wegner et al. (2007), Staufer & Janicka
(2009) and Auzillon et al. (2012) have performed LES calculations of this burner and the
results agree with experiments. However, comparisons with experimental measurements
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are only limited to velocities. A more quantitative assessment of LES combustion models
is not possible in this combustor configuration without comparisons with measurements of
temperature and species.
Overall, favorable comparisons of LES results with experimental measurements in
model combustors illustrate the capability of this method in predicting the characteris-
tics of realistic combustors. In particular, a significant body of work has been established
to validate this numerical approach in premixed burners. However, this is not available
for partially premixed model combustors. Partially premixing can introduces additional
challenges for turbulent combustion models as most of the validation studies of premixed
burner employed regime dependent combustion model. In partially-premixed combustors,
it is not possible to categorize if the flame is premixed or non-premixed.
One objective of this work is to extend the validation effort of the LES methodology for
model combustors. Specifically, our focus is on a gas turbine model combustor (GTMC)
which operates in a partially premixed mode (Weigand et al., 2006; Meier et al., 2006). The
fuel injection ports of this model combustor are recessed so that the flame is considered
partially premixed. Moreover, this combustor also features dual swirlers, representing a
more complex configuration than that of previous numerical simulations. The additional
swirler introduces more flow dynamics that needs to be accurately resolved in LES.
1.5 Accomplishments
The significant and novel contributions of this work are summarize in the following:
• Introduced non-premixed flamelet model to linear stability analysis of diffusion flames.
By using a non-premixed flamelet model in the analysis, more complex chemistry
effect can be accounted for in the analysis without rendering the solution strategy
intractable. In addition, the flamelet model is widely used in high-fidelity simulation
so the linear analysis is consistent with data obtained from these simulations. This
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makes the low-order method an ideal complement to high fidelity simulations.
• Through linear stability analysis and simulations, the effect of transport and reaction
chemistry on the instability is elucidated for a buoyant diffusion jet flame. Several
fluid and combustion models are considered and the use of simpler models was found
to generally lead to lower predictions for the growth rate of the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities in flames.
• The Flamelet/Progress Variable model is extended for simulation of the flame A con-
dition of the GTMC. To model the extinction and re-ignition of flame that are in this
operating condition, the unresolved fluctuation of progress variable is considered in
the PDF model. Since the flame is partially premixed, premixed combustion models
are also tested here to investigate the limitation of regime-dependent flamelet model.
• A core-noise model has been developed to study the generation, transmission, prop-
agation and radiation of noise in the flow path of a gas turbine. Downstream entropy
perturbations of the GTMC are used as input to study indirect combustion noise.
Computational Aero-Acoustic (CAA) simulations of a converging nozzle reveal that
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The heat flux vector can be separated into three components as
q = qconduction + qinterdiffusion + qDufour












(Vi − Vj) . (2.3)
The conduction term, qconduction, is obtained using Fourier’s law whereas the second com-
ponent represents the inter-diffusion of different chemical species. The Dufour heat flux
is produced by mass diffusion of chemical species and is typically small in most applica-
tions (Kuo, 2005).
The diffusion velocities Vi appearing in the above equations can be obtained using


























The right-hand side terms of Eq. (2.4) represent, respectively, the diffusion of species due to
concentration gradients, pressure-gradient, body forces and the Soret effect. The Soret ef-
fect, which is the reciprocal to the Dufour effect, is the diffusion of species due to tempera-
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by the definition of mass fraction. This constraint requires that
∑
i
ω̇i = 0 and
∑
i
YiVi = 0 . (2.6)
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to ensure the total mass conservation of the system.
2.1.1 Auxiliary Equations and Simplifying Assumptions
The expressions for fluxes and diffusion velocity listed in Eqs. (2.2)–(2.4) are not sufficient
to close the governing equations. To achieve closure, transport properties, chemical source
terms and thermodynamics properties need to be calculated using additional relations that
are valid under certain assumptions. These relations and the associated assumptions are
listed below:







This equation can be derived from kinetic theory after neglecting intermolecular
forces and utilizing Dalton’s law of partial pressures. These assumptions are justified
in most combustion applications as they occur mostly in low densities environment.
In such conditions, the distances between molecules are large enough such that the
intermolecular forces can be neglected (Vincenti & Kruger, 1975).
2. Mixture of thermally perfect gas: The total energy and total enthalpy, appearing in
Eq. (2.1c), each consists of a sensible component, the total heat of formation and the
kinetic energy. Under thermally perfect gas assumptions, the sensible enthalpy of the
chemical species i can be evaluated as
hsensible,i =
∫
Cp,i(T )dT . (2.8)
This assumption is reasonable as pressure variations in gas turbine engine combustors
are usually not large enough to cause significant change in the specific heat capaci-
ties. In fact, most analyses of thermodynamic cycle for the gas turbine engine usually
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assume constant pressure combustion in the combustors.
3. Body forces: The only body force relevant to this study is the gravity and it is equally
exerted on all chemical species, i.e.
gi = g ∀ i . (2.9)
4. Mixture-averaged properties: The transport properties such as µ, λ and Vi are eval-
uated through the CHEMKIN library. Nevertheless, the procedures employed by the
software library (Kee et al., 1986) are reiterated briefly here for completeness. In
a multiple species mixture, the µ and λ of each chemical species are computed us-
ing models based on kinetic theory (Hirschfelder et al., 1954) and then averaged to
provide an overall transport description of the mixture.
To account for the diffusion of species, Fick’s law is utilized in this work instead
of the full multi-component expression in Eq. (2.4) By defining an effective binary
diffusionDim (Kuo, 2005) for the species i in a mixture, the Stefan-Maxwell equation





The correction velocity Vc is introduced to account for the discrepancy between the
bulk velocity and the molar-averaged velocity.
In most combustion applications, Poinsot & Veynante (2005) have shown that Fick’s
law is sufficiently accurate to capture the species diffusion process. In fact, the
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≈ ρDim∇Yi. (2.11)
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Smooke (1991) has employed this model for methane-air flames and obtained rea-
sonable results for both premixed and non-premixed flames.
5. Equal diffusivities: In the present work, all species are assumed to have the same
mass diffusivity. This is a reasonable approximation for methane-air combustion
since the major chemical species of this combustion system share very similar mass
diffusivities. In turbulent non-premixed flames, the error resulted from this simpli-
fication can be smaller if the reaction-diffusion layer is very thin. Outside the thin
layer, turbulence is mainly responsible for large scale diffusion of species and heat.
As turbulence mixing affects all species indiscriminately, the effect of differential
mass diffusivity is relatively small (Pitsch, 2000).





Since equal mass diffusivities are assumed here, there is only one Lewis number.
Furthermore, the Lewis number is assumed to be unity in this study as the Lewis
numbers of air and methane are close to 1.
6. Stokes’ hypothesis: Stokes’ hypothesis for a Newtonian fluid is that the bulk viscosity





7. Low Mach number approximation: The energy balance equation can be simpli-
fied using the so-called “low Mach number approximation” (Pierce, 2001) where
O(M) < 0.3. In this approximation, effects of acoustics and viscous heating are
neglected. the neglected effects can be important even in a low Mach number envi-
ronment.
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In most turbulent reacting flows, the increase of the sensible enthalpy due to reaction
is usually much larger than that of viscous dissipation. This is because the viscous
heating term is inversely related to Reynolds number and Eckert number, and turbu-
lent combustion usually occurs at conditions of high Reynolds number and Eckert
number. Hence, neglecting viscous dissipation is a reasonable approximation for the
turbulent combustion scenarios studied here.
Caution has to be exercised when excluding acoustics contributions in a combustion
system as thermo-acoustic instabilities may be present in a confined combustor. If
it can be proved via other means that this phenomenon does not occur in a specific
case, acoustics propagation of pressure can be ignored. Under this simplifying as-
sumption, thermo-chemical variables such as density, temperature and the chemical
composition are no longer dependent on the small variations in pressure,
φ (H,Y , p0 + δp) ≈ φ (H,Y , p0) (2.14)
An interesting implication that emerges from this treatment is the infinite speed of
sound. This introduces an additional elliptical constraint to the governing equations.
Furthermore, the pressure contribution, contained in the enthalpy equation, can also
be ignored in open combustion systems as it is usually assumed that p0 of these
systems is uniform and constant.
2.2 Combustion Models
2.2.1 Non-Premixed Flamelet Model
In non-premixed flames, the fuel and oxidizer streams are separated initially and the mixing
of reactants usually occurs during the combustion stage. In most non-premixed jet flames,
there exists a mathematically defined surface where the mixture attains the stoichiometric
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ratio of fuel and oxidizer. Since the stoichiometric ratio is where the complete consumption
of the reactants is possible, most of the exothermic reactions are likely to be confined to a
layer near the stoichiometric surface. In this reaction zone, the production of heat and com-
bustion products are balanced by the diffusion of heat and products. Furthermore, chemical
reactions usually occur faster than the convection and diffusion processes so the diffusion
of reactants is likely be the rate limiting factor to the combustion processes in steady non-
premixed flames. Therefore, non-premixed flames are also referred to as diffusion flames.
2.2.1.1 Mixture Fraction
As mentioned earlier, non-premixed flames are mostly characterized by the mixing of fuel
with oxidizer prior to combustion. Therefore, it is convenient to define a conserved scalar
or mixture fraction that can represent the ratio of chemical species originating from fuel
and oxidizer streams. There are several definitions of the mixture fraction but most of them
are based on the stoichiometric condition described by the global reaction equation, i.e.
∑
i
ν ′iMi → P , (2.15)
One of the general definitions of the mixture fraction is constructed using a linear com-
bination of the element mass fractions (Bilger, 1976). The element mass fractions Zj can







where Wj is the atomic mass of the element j, nij is the number of element j in a molecule
of the species i. In principle, any Zj is also a conserved scalar but the value of Zj at the
stoichiometric condition is not the same. The classical definition of a coupling function
by Burke & Schumann (1928) can be obtained through a linear combination of Zj . For
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ξ is zero at stoichiometric mixture and the ratio ξF/ξO is consistent with the coupling
function defined by Burke & Schumann (1928). Furthermore, the mixture fraction, by
convention, is defined to be unity for the fuel stream and zero at the oxidizer stream. This





Since Z is a linear combination of Zj , its transport equation is
∂ρZ
∂t
+∇ · (ρuZ) = ∇ · (ρDZ∇Z) . (2.19)
Unless all chemical species have equal diffusivity, the determination of DZ is ambiguous.
Peters (2000) mentioned that the enthalpy transport equation also shares the same form
under certain assumptions, hence DZ is assumed to be the thermal diffusivity υ here.
2.2.1.2 Stationary Laminar Flamelet Model
In the laminar flamelet model, a turbulent flame is assumed to be an ensemble of 1D lami-
nar flames. These 1D flames are so-called flamelets and are assumed to be able to capture
the flame structures in the reaction zones. The laminar flamelet model is shown to be valid
if there is a scale separation between the convection-diffusion processes and chemical re-
actions. In the context of turbulent flames, turbulent eddies must not penetrate the reaction
zones in the flamelet regime. Instead, turbulence is only allowed to deform and stretch the
thin flame sheet in this model. These assumptions may seem overly restrictive at first but
Seshadri & Peters (1988) have shown that the non-premixed flamelet concept to be valid
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below Karlovitz number of 190 where Karlovitz number, Ka, is the ratio of chemical time
scale to the turbulent time scale. This is a relatively large upper bound considering that
Lentini (1994) reported that the Karlovitz number of a Re = 40000 jet diffusion flame is
lower than 10.
The non-premixed flamelet equation can be formulated by defining a flame-local coor-
dinate system that is attached to the stoichiometric surface of a non-premixed flame. In this
coordinate system, the mixture fraction gradient is utilized to define the first coordinate and
the remaining two directions can be arbitrary as only dynamics along the first coordinate
are accounted for in the flamelet model. The resulting Crocco-type transformation is
(t, x1, x2, x3)→ (τ, Z(t,x, Z2, Z3)) . (2.20)











∇ → ∇Z ∂
∂Z
+∇⊥ , (2.21b)
where the subscript ⊥ denotes spatial effects that are perpendicular to the gradient of Z.









− ṁ = RHS⊥, (2.22)
where ψ =
(
Y T , H
)T , ṁ = (ρω̇T ,−Q̇)T , and right side terms that are orthogonal to
∇Z are contain in RHS⊥. Using asymptotic analysis, Peters (2000) has shown that the
term RHS⊥ is of higher order and can be neglected in the instance of thin reaction zones.
After ignoring the unsteady and higher order terms found in Eq. (2.22), the stationary












The scalar dissipation rate χZ = 2DZ |∇Z|2 appears to be a parameter that needs to be
specified as a function of Z. Ideally, one would like to use χZ(Z) tailored to a specific
flame configuration but this approach is impractical. Typically, the prescribed profiles of
χZ(Z) are based on the analytical solution of a 1D mixing layer problem (Peters, 2000).
The scalar dissipation rate for this problem is





]2 − 2 [erfc−1 (2Z)]2} , (2.24)
where Zst is the mixture fraction evaluated at stoichiometric condition and χZ,st is χZ(Zst)
With this expansion, the solutions to Eq. (2.23) are dependent on the parameter χZ,st. By
varying χZ,st while keeping the boundary conditions at Z = 0 and Z = 1 fixed, the
solutions to Eq. (2.23) can be collapsed unto a so-called “S-shaped curve”. An example of
this curve of solutions is shown in Fig. 2.23 where different solution branches can exist.
The lower and upper solution branches correspond to the non-reacting states and the stable
burning states, respectively. The middle solution branch represents the unstable states so
it may not be realizable in a steady state condition. However, this solution branch can be
applicable in transient scenarios such as an igniting flame.
If the boundary conditions of Eq. (2.23) are imposed with the properties of fuel and
oxidizer of a steady jet flame, the solutions to this equation are assumed to be the flamelets
for this jet flame. Moreover, the thermo-chemical properties ψ of the flamelets can be
represented by a 2D manifold of the form:
ψ = GSLFM,ψ (Z, χZ,st) . (2.25)













































(b) Temperature profiles of flamelets at χ =
0.1/s.
Figure 2.1: left: The S-shaped curve of steady flamelet solutions to a methane-air combus-
tion system (TF = 300K, TO = 750K, p = 1bar). The flamelet solutions are multi-valued
for a certain range of χZ,st, and this is shown at χZ,st = 0.1 where there are three branches
of solutions. right: the temperature profiles of the upper branch, middle branch and lower
branch solutions at χZ,st = 0.1 are shown for the comparison of the flame structures.
to account for complex chemistry effects in numerical simulations (Peters, 2000).
2.2.1.3 Flamelet/Progress Variable Model
The mapping of thermo-chemical properties (shown in Eq. (2.25)) is the core of the SLFM
model. However, Fig. 2.1a shows that this mapping can be multi-valued, making a unique
parameterization of the flamelet solutions with χZ,st impossible. Nevertheless, the SLFM
is used in practice by only accounting for the stable burning branch of the S-shaped curve.
This is a consistent formulation if it is used in a steady state calculation of a fully ig-
nited flame. However, this assumption is no longer valid in unsteady descriptions of non-
premixed flames as there can be transient states. In order to extend the SLFM to include
all three solution branches on the S-shaped curve, Pierce & Moin (2004) have proposed the
Flamelet/Progress Variable (FPV) model. In this model, a reaction progress parameter Λ is
introduced to replace χZ,st so that every single flamelet solutions along the S-shaped curve
can uniquely be parameterized. This model also requires the reaction progress parameter
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to be statistically independent of the mixture fraction in the context of turbulent reacting
flow. This additional constraint allows for model simplification in turbulent combustion.
The reaction progress parameter is usually the evaluation of a reaction progress variable
C at the stoichiometric mixture fraction, i.e.
Λ = C|Zst. (2.26)
The reaction progress variable C needs to represent the progress of combustion. Thus, the
temperature or a linear combination of the mass fractions of major reaction products are
possible candidates of C. With this condition, the thermo-chemical structure of a flamelet
can be written in the form of
ψ = FFPV,ψ (Z,Λ) . (2.27)
Despite the similarity with SLFM, this mapping differs from Eq. (2.25) by encompassing
all solutions of the steady state flamelet equations. Since C can be a linear combination of
the thermo-chemical variables (Ihme et al., 2012), it can also be described using Eq. (2.27),
i.e.
C = FFPV,C (Z,Λ) . (2.28)
In order to employ the mapping in Eq. (2.27), Λ needs to be evaluated in calculations.
However, this is not done in practice because the transport equation of Λ can present ad-
ditional modeling challenges (Ihme, 2007). Instead, the common approach is to use C to
parameterize the flamelet library. In this method, the state relation is written as
ψ = GFPV,ψ (Z,C) , (2.29)




. This formulation is consistent with
Eq. (2.27) if FFPV,C is a bijective mapping of Λ to C.
Although the FPV model is based on the steady flamelet solution, Pierce (2001) at-
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tempted to analyze the model behavior in an unsteady framework. To end this, Pierce
(2001) has assumed that flamelets utilized in the FPV model and in the unsteady flamelets
share the same flame structure at the same Λ. Since the FPV model is not explicitly de-
pendent on the scalar dissipation rate, an effective scalar dissipation rate was defined in
Pierce’s analysis. Under these assumptions, this anlysis shows the relaxation of the FPV
model to the steady flamelet solutions. In this manner, the FPV model is similar to the
equivalent strain rate formulation developed by Cuenot et al. (2000).
In a later work by Ihme (2007), the interpretation of the FPV model is reexamined
without the equal flame structure assumption. This assumption is relaxed because an com-
parisons of the unsteady flamelet solutions with the steady flamelet solutions revealed that
they do not have the same flame structure at the same Λ. Due to this discrepancy, the FPV
model was decomposed into as small deviation from the steady flamelet solution. Using
this description of the FPV model in an asymptotic analysis, Ihme (2007) was able to re-
cover the relaxation terms suggested by Pierce (2001). However, additional terms were
also found in this analysis.
When the FPV model was first introduced, the choice of the reaction progress variable
C was somewhat arbitrary as there can be numerous possible variables that satisfy the
criteria for C. For the methane-air combustion, Pierce (2001) has suggested C = YCO2 +
YH2O + YCO + YH2 which can provide a unique mapping of states over the whole mixture
fraction space. To alleviate the ambiguity of reaction progress variable, Ihme et al. (2012)
has formulated the selection of C as an optimization problem. By using the monotonicity
C on the Λ space as the cost function, Ihme et al. (2012) found a more optimal choice C
for methane-air chemistry. However, the improvement over the reaction progress variable
suggested by Pierce (2001) is marginal. Therefore, C = YCO2 +YH2O +YCO +YH2 is used
throughout this study.
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2.2.2 Premixed Flamelet Model
Unlike non-premixed flames, premixed flames burn in homogeneous mixtures of fuel and
oxidizer. In this configuration, flames can propagate through the flammable mixture leav-
ing burnt products in the wake. The speed by which a premixed flame can propagate in a
quiescent environment is referred to as the laminar flame speed, SL. The theoretical analy-
sis on premixed flames by Mallard & Le Chatelier (1883) has shown that the laminar flame
speed is proportional to thermal diffusivity and reaction rates. For a more accurate deter-
mination of the flame speed, numerical codes can be employed to solve for the detailed
flame structure of a 1D freely propagating premixed flame. The burning velocity of this 1D
premixed flame is simply the mass flow rate of the reactant divided its density. In addition,








The 1D freely propagating premixed flame is also used as the basis of several premixed
flamelet models. The Flamelet-Generated Manifold (FGM) (Oijen & Goey, 2000) and
Flamelet Prolongation ILDM (FPI) (Gicquel et al., 2000) models are two similar premixed
flamelet models that utilize this modeling approach. In essence, both of these methods
employ manifold representations of the 1D premixed flamelets. Since there is no varia-
tion of the mixture fraction in a premixed flamelet so the premixed flamelet manifold is
parameterized in terms of the progress variable i.e.
ψ = GFGM,ψ (C) , (2.31)
The FPI model utilizes combustion products as the progress variable whereas the FGM
model utilizes the enthalpy as an indication of reaction progress. Both models are shown
to be able to reduce the stiffness of chemistry while retaining the flame structure spanned
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by complex chemistry. This property can be observed when applying the FGM model back
to simulations of 1D freely propagating premixed flames (Oijen & Goey, 2000).
The FGM/FPI model has been extended to simulations of partially premixed flames.
This is achieved by introducing the mixture fraction as another independent parameteriza-
tion in the manifold. The mixture fraction dimension can be populated with 1D premixed
flame solutions at different equivalence ratios. For the mixture fraction values outside of
the flammability limit of premixed flames, thermo-chemical properties are usually linearly
interpolated using the premixed flamelet solution at the flammability limit and the unburnt
mixture properties at Z = 0 or Z = 1. After the extension of the premixed flamelet
manifold, the mapping of thermo-chemical variables becomes
ψ = GFGM,ψ (Z,C) , (2.32)
which shares the same form as the FPV model in Eq. (2.29). This extension of the FGM
and FPI models has been utilized by Bongers et al. (2005) and Fiorina et al. (2005) in
partially premixed and non-premixed counter-flow flames. In application to partially pre-
mixed counter-flow flames, the FGM/FPI method is shown to be able to reproduce detailed
chemistry results with reasonable accuracy for a large range of strain rates. However, these
models show considerable discrepancies in highly strained diffusion counter-flow flames.
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2.3 Working Equations
After employing the flamelet models and the simplifications highlighted in Sec. (2.1.1), the
transport equations can be written as
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (2.33a)
∂ (ρu)
∂t














+∇ · (ρuZ) = ∇ · (ρυ∇Z) (2.33c)
∂ (ρC)
∂t
+∇ · (ρuC) = ∇ · (ρυ∇ (C)) + ω̇C (2.33d)
φc = Gφc (Z,C) . (2.33e)
where φc is
[
ρ, µ, υ, T,Y T
]T . Gφc (Z,C) is constructed in the same manner as Gψ (Z,C)
but with different set of output variables. Note that the transport equation of energy is
excluded here due to the “low Mach number approximation” and hence only the hydrody-
namic pressure can be solved for using Eq. (2.33).
2.4 Decomposition of Variables
In both the linear stability analysis and LES, the state variable φ is decomposed into
φ(t,x) = φ(t,x) + φ′(t,x), (2.34)
where φ′(t,x) is the residual component. The actual definition of φ depends on the meth-







where J is a general function that is dependent on the context of the application.
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In linear stability analysis, φ represents the base flow solutions while φ′ represents
perturbations from the base flow. The base flow solution, by definition, is the steady state
solution to Eq. (2.33) but it may not be attainable for most flow conditions. In these scenar-
ios, the temporal mean of the unsteady solution is usually used as the base flow instead. In
an analysis of the flows behind a cylinder, Sipp & Lebedev (2007) have found that analyses
based on the mean flow show better agreement with experimental results. Following the
form of Eq. (2.35), J(t,y) for the temporal mean can be defined as
J(τ, t,y,x) = δ(x− y) 1
t1 − t0
. (2.36)
The principle of LES is to only resolve the large scale turbulence and model the unre-
solved scales. To this end, the governing equations (2.33) are spatially filtered at a certain





φ (t,y)G (y,x; ∆) δ(t− τ)dydτ , (2.37)
where G needs to be normalized such that
∫
G (y,x; ∆) dy = 1 ∀ x . (2.38)
Therefore, J(t,y) in the LES filtering procedure is
J(τ, t,y,x) = G (y,x; ∆) δ(t− τ) . (2.39)
Although the linear stability analysis and LES approaches share the similar form of
variable decomposition, the property of the residual variable is not the same. For exam-
ple, operation of Eq. (2.35) applied to temporal fluctuations yield zeros while the filtering
procedure applied to the residuals of filtered variables does not always lead to zero values.
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Due to the variation of density in reacting flows, it is more convenient to employ the






Nevertheless, the unweighted decomposition (Reynolds decomposition) is still applied to
volume specific variables such as ρ and p in the reacting flow. This Favre weighted proce-





After the Favre decomposition, variable φ is expressed as
φ = φ̃+ φ′′, (2.42)
where φ′′ is residual component of φ.
2.4.1 Linearized Equations
In order to obtain the linearized equations, the flamelet mapping in Eq. (2.33e) is linearized
as




+ ∂ZGφc|Z,C Z ′′ + ∂CGφc|Z,C C ′′ (2.43)
Since a buoyant diffusion flame is considered in the application of linear analysis analysis in
this work, the non-premixed flamelet manifold GFPV is implied in the following discussion
of linear stability analysis within Chap 3.




+∇ · (ρ′′ũ) +∇ · (ρ̃u′′) = 0 , (2.44a)
∂ (ρ̃u′′ + ρ′′ũ)
∂t
+∇ (ρ̃ũ⊗ u′′ + [ρ̃u′′ + ρ′′ũ]⊗ ũ) = −∇p′′ +∇ · τ ′′ + ρ′′ , (2.44b)
∂
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υ̃∇C ′′ + υ′′C̃
)
+ ω̇′′C , (2.44d)
with:
τ ′′ = µ′′
(



















C ′′ . (2.44f)
2.4.2 Filtered Equations
Assuming that G is selected such that the filtering procedure commutes with respect to
spatial derivatives, the filtering of Eq. (2.33) yields
∂ρ̄
∂t
+∇ · (ρ̄ũ) = 0 (2.45a)
∂ (ρ̄ũ)
∂t







































+∇ · τ resC + ˜̇ωC (2.45d)
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where
σres = ρ̄ũũ− ρ̄ũu, (2.46)
τ resφ = ρ̄ũφ̃− ρ̄ũφ. (2.47)
The flamelet model is not explicitly shown in Eq. (2.45) as it may require higher order sta-
tistical moments of Z̃ and C̃ and this is discussed in Sec. 4.1.2. Besides that, the unresolved
stresses σres and the scalar fluxes τ resφ are also unclosed terms that need to be modeled.
Although the filtering procedure is essential in uncovering the sub-grid scale terms,
this filtering procedure is usually not performed explicitly in most applications of the LES
method. Since most LES computations employ grids of finite resolutions, the discretization
schemes applied on a grid can implicitly filter out any turbulent structures smaller than the
mesh size. This LES approach is more common due to its simplicity but it introduces grid-
dependent properties to the turbulence models. Explicitly filtering the LES solution can




Low Order Method and Linear Stability
Analysis
Linear stability analysis is a lower order method that is usually employed in investigations
of the hydrodynamic instability. In this chapter, the methodology of utilizing linear stability
analysis in reacting flow is discussed. Specifically, detailed chemistry effects are introduced
to this methodology through the utilization of flamelet model. This analysis approach is
applied a buoyant diffusion jet flame and this chapter finishes discussion of the results.
3.1 Methodology
3.1.1 Local Parallel Flow Assumption
The linearized equations, shown in Sec.2.4.1, need to be solved in order to describe the hy-
drodynamics of a flow. Without further algebraic treatment, an initial condition is required
for the solution of Eq. (2.44). However, solving Eq. (2.44) for arbitrary initial conditions is
generally inefficient as an exhaustive search for unstable modes can be very expensive. To
make linear stability analysis more tractable, the flow symmetry and scale separation may
be used to simplify the equations.
In this work , we will consider a jet flame. For this configuration, the locally parallel
flow assumption (Schmid & Henningson, 2001) is invoked here. In this assumption, the
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radial velocity of the base flow is neglected. Due to the restriction imposed by the conti-
nuity equation, the mean axial velocity then becomes independent of axial location. This
is a reasonable assumption as long as any spatially evolving instabilities are faster than the
slow spreading of a jet flame over axial distance.
In addition to the parallel flow assumption, the jet flame is assumed to be axisymmetric.
Under this assumption, the flow is invariant under rotation along the center axis so that the
base flow is not dependent on the tangential direction. Although asymmetric instability
may be present in the jet flame, the base flow is expected to be largely axisymmetric as
there is no persistent swirl being imparted to the jet flame.
3.1.2 Modal Expansion
In linear stability analysis, a small perturbation φ′′ is usually solved in the frequency space
as
φ′′(x, t) = φ̆(x) exp (iωt) , (3.1)
where ω is the complex frequency. If this form of perturbation is directly substituted into
Eq. (2.44) and solved for, this method is referred to as the global instability analysis (The-
ofilis, 2011). Due to improvements in numerical algorithms and computer hardware, this
method sees increasing applications in complex flow configurations that are not accessible
to the parallel flow assumption. However, this approach is not attempted here because of
the simplicity of jet flame.
For the slowly varying and symmetric spatial directions, Fourier transform is employed
to achieve a modal decomposition of φ′′. After applying the spatial and temporal transfor-
mations, the fluctuating component of the state variables is
φ′′(x, t) = φ̂(r) exp (iαx+ imθ − iωt) , (3.2)
for a specific instability mode. While α can be complex, m is always an integer due to the
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axisymmetric nature of a jet flow.
3.1.3 Equations in Cylindrical Coordinate System
To solve the linearized equations in Sec. 2.4.1, a coordinate system has to be first defined.
Since a jet flame is considered here, the cylindrical coordinate system appears to be a
natural choice for the following analysis. After the parallel flow assumption and modal
expansion, the equations in cylindrical coordinates are







ŵ = 0, (3.3a)
−iωρ̄û+ iαρ̃ũû+ ρ̄dũ
dr
















































































































































































Ĉ + ̂̇ωC . (3.3f)
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At the boundary, Eq. (3.3) is subjected to the following boundary conditions for the m = 0
azimuthal mode:
r = 0 :
dû
dr









= 0 , (3.4)
r →∞ : û→ 0 , v̂ → 0 , ŵ → 0 , p̂→ 0 , Ẑ → 0 , Ĉ → 0 (3.5)
3.1.4 Dispersion Relation
If Eq. (3.3) is solved as an eigenvalue problem, either ω or α has to be prescribed. Re-
gardless of the choice of the independent variable, this implicit relation between ω and α is
commonly referred to as the dispersion relation:
D (α, ω) = 0. (3.6)
In a temporal linear stability analysis, ω is solved as a function of real wavenumber to
examine the response of a flow to perturbations of a certain wavelength. In an open jet
flow, it is more natural to consider flow instabilities that can be excited by an upstream
perturbation of certain frequency. Therefore, spatial linear stability analysis is performed
here for a buoyant non-premixed jet flame. To formulate Eq. (3.3) for spatial analysis, a
real ω is prescribed and α becomes the eigenvalue that needs to be computed. In matrix
form, the generalized eigenvalue problem of the spatial analysis is
Aα (ω) φ̂ = αBα (ω) φ̂. (3.7)
3.1.5 Absolute and Convective Instability
The spatial instability modes that are elucidated through linear stability analysis may not
always be present in a flow. Some instabilities require persistent external excitations to their








(b) Illustration of an absolute instability on the
x− t-plane.
Figure 3.1: Depiction of convective and absolute instability; (a) a convective instability
propagates toward the downstream direction; (b) an absolute instability propagates toward
both downstream and upstream directions (Adapted from Huerre & Monkewitz (1990)).
not be convected out of the flow region of interest (Huerre & Monkewitz, 1990). These
characteristics of flow instabilities can be understood by considering the response of a flow
to an impulse forcing. Suppose a steady base flow is initially forced with an impulse,
flow disturbances will be generated as a response. If the generated perturbations grow
while propagating both upstream and downstream of the impulse, the flow is categorized
as absolutely unstable. On the other hand, the flow is considered convectively unstable
if the amplified disturbances are only convected downstream. These two types of flow
response to an impulse forcing are depicted in the x− t-plane in Fig. 3.1.
3.1.5.1 Mathematical Definitions
The response of the linearized flow to an impulse forcing is given by the Green’s function









G (x, t) = δ (x) δ (t) , (3.8)
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where D is the dispersion relation in physical space. The base flow is linearly stable if
lim
t→∞
G (x, t) = 0 ∀ x
t
= constant . (3.9)
Otherwise, the base flow is linearly unstable as
∃ x
t
= constant : lim
t→∞
G (x, t)→∞ . (3.10)
The linearly unstable flows can further be classified as convectively unstable if
lim
t→∞
G (x, t) = 0 for
x
t
= 0 , (3.11)
or absolutely unstable if
lim
t→∞
G (x, t)→∞ for x
t
= 0 . (3.12)
Briggs’ method (Briggs, 1964) is commonly utilized to evaluate the time-asymptotic be-
havior of Green’s function and this method is discussed next.
3.1.5.2 Briggs’ Method
To solve for Green’s function in Eq. (3.8), a spatial fourier transformation is applied to
the equation and then followed by a temporal Laplace transformation. These steps yield a
Green’s function in the (α, ω) space and the physical description of Green’s function can
recovered by integrating it along inversion contours in α and ω spaces, respectively:










Note that L and F denote the inversion contour in Laplace-transformed space, ω and
Fourier-transformed space, α, respectively. The Briggs’ method can be employed to eval-
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uate the time-asymptotic behavior of the Green function in the form of Eq. (3.13) so the
base flow can be classified under the definitions in Sec. 3.1.5.1.
Briggs’ method is based on finding a discrete singularity ω0 in the ω space by slowly
lowering theL-contour from a sufficiently large Im(ω). This is done because the singularity
can determine the time-asymptote of the Green function. If Im(ω0) < 0 then the temporal
inversion contour results in an integral that vanishes as t → ∞, indicating a convectively
unstable flow. Otherwise, a careful examination of the spatial inversion contour in the
α-plane is required to determine if the instability is absolute.
For the spatial inversion contour F , the real α axis is considered initially. By causality,
the mapping of F through the dispersion relation ω(F ) has to lie below the starting L-
contour in the ω-plane. Conversely, the L-contour can also be mapped back to the α-plane
as α(L). For an absolute instability, this mapping is usually multi-valued so there exists
a singularity that can impede the lowering of the temporal inversion contour. Specifically,
there needs to be two branches of mapping α+(L) and α−(L) which are located above and
below real α-axis respectively. As a result, the α+(L) solution branch governs the down-
stream dynamics while the α−(L) solution branch corresponds to the upstream behavior.
If these two branches approach the singularity when the L-contour is being lowered, the
spatial inversion contour will eventually be pinched by the branches. This prevents any
further lowering of the temporal inversion contour without crossing a branch point ω0 in
the ω space. Under these conditions, the asymptotic behavior of Eq. (3.13) is governed by
the corresponding pinch point α0 in the α space. This procedure of contour deformation is
illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
Since the pinch point α0 is a special case of a saddle point, it satisfies the relations
D (α0, ω0) = 0 ,
∂D
∂α
(α0, ω0) = 0 ,
∂2D
∂α2





























Figure 3.2: Depiction of contour deformation toward a saddle point singularity on the














thus satisfying the zero group velocity criterion of Eq. (3.12).
3.1.6 Solution Method
3.1.6.1 Spatial Analysis
For more realistic base flows, an analytical solution of Eq. (3.3) is generally intractable.
Thus, numerical procedures are usually employed to solve the associated eigenvalue prob-
lem. One of the algorithms that is commonly used in linear stability analysis is the shooting
method (Schmid & Henningson, 2001). This iterative solution method starts with an initial
guess for the eigenvalue, then Eq. (3.3) is integrated along the radial direction to recover
a corresponding solution vector. This initial guess solution is not likely to be close to the
actual solution as the boundary conditions are usually not satisfied at this stage. To itera-
tively obtain a better approximation of the eigenvalue, a root-finding algorithm is employed
to drive the error at the boundary to a allowable small tolerance. Owing to its simplicity,
this approach can be both computationally efficient and easily implemented. However, the
shooting method is a local method as it can only search for one eigenvalue at a time.
To consider the entire spectra, this work utilizes a global solution method. In most
global methods, the non-modal space is directly discretized, resulting in a pair of matrices
that are solvable with conventional numerical eigenvalue solvers. This work employs the
method by Schmid & Henningson (2001) where the radial direction is discretized using
Chebyshev polynomials on collocation points in a mapped computational space. To this




aiTi (ξ(r)) ; ξ ∈ [−1, 1] (3.16)
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is used here for the radial direction. The collocation points are the Chebyshev-Gauss-






; k = 0, 1..., N. (3.18)
At these points, the Chebyshev polynomials and their derivatives are evaluated using re-
currence relations so that ai can be solved as unknowns to reconstruct φ̂. Substituting this
representation of φ̂ into Eq. (3.3) and collecting α yield the discrete variant of the eigen-
value problem. In addition, the boundary conditions described in Sec. 3.1.3 are enforced at
the first and last collocation points.
In order to qualify the method as global, all the eigenvalues for the discrete matrices
need to be computed. The QZ decomposition is a direct method for solving generalized
eigenvalue problems and it used here. However, having all eigenvalues available may not
be useful in this analysis because the majority of the eigenvalues are approximations to
the continuous branches of the eigenvalues and may not contribute to flow instability. Fur-
thermore, finding all eigenvalues is a computationally expensive task and spatial analysis
requires solutions at different values of ω. If the analysis is concerned with a single insta-
bility, the benefit of a global method over a local method generally does not outweigh the
substantial increase in computation cost.
Since both local and global method have their own strengths and weaknesses, they are
used in tandem here to complement each other. In this work, the global method is used
first to identify certain instability modes. This is then followed by the local method to track
the evolution of the mode under different flow conditions. The shooting method may be
the obvious choice for the local method but it can be inconsistent with the global method
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due to differences in the discretization. Instead, the eigenvalue solver in the global method
is replaced by the Arnoldi iteration (Arnoldi, 1951) to convert the method to a local one.
The Arnoldi iteration, by design, searches for Ritz eigenvalues in the neighborhood of a
prescribed point in the α space. Note that the Ritz eigenvalues are not necessarily the
eigenvalues but typically show convergence near the prescribed point. Most importantly,
the Arnoldi iteration is computationally much cheaper than the direct algorithm because it
can be terminated by a convergence criterion imposed on the eigenvalues of interest.
3.1.6.2 Implementation of Briggs’ Method
In Sec. 3.1.6, ω is restricted to a real frequency. Through analytic continuation, the same
equations can be solved on a 2D mesh in the complex ω-plane using the same solution
method. The mapping of this mesh onto the α-plane can be visualized to reveal any possible
saddle points. As mentioned in Sec. 3.1.5.2, not all saddle points are pinch points that
can prevent the lowering of the temporal inversion contour. Therefore, each saddle point
structure has to be carefully verified to confirm that it is formed by two solution branches
originating from opposite halves of the α-plane. Finally, the branch points on the ω-plane
that correspond to these pinch points are examined to determine if any of these branch
points lies above the real ω-axis. The branch point with the largest imaginary part will
determine the time-asymptotic behavior of the flow.
The above procedure only reveals the approximate locations of the pinch points because
the mesh on the complex ω-space can only have finite resolution. Using a very fine mesh
may lead to a more accurate estimate of the pinch point location but it is computationally
expensive due to the iterative nature of the method. To alleviate this issue, the saddle points
are identified using the method proposed by Lesshafft & Marquet (2010). This method
requires the solution with the temporal linear stability problem and its adjoint. To this end,
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Eq. (3.6) is cast into a temporal eigenvalue problem of the form:
Aωφ̂ = ωBωφ̂ , (3.19)




where the superscript “*” and the over-bar denote the conjugate transpose and complex con-
jugate, respectively. The adjoint eigenfunction vector φ̂+ is normalized so that φ̂+B∗ωφ̂ =
1. After both the direct and adjoint temporal eigenvalue problems have been solved using







The secant method is used as the root-finding technique to search for solutions of zero
group velocity. Subsequently, the branch structure around the saddle points is obtained to
verify whether the solution branches did originate from opposite half-planes.
3.2 Setup and Configurations
3.2.1 Experimental Configuration and Computational Setup
The non-premixed jet flame that was experimentally investigated by Füri (2001) is used as
the basis of this analysis. Füri (2001) investigated two fuel mixtures in their experiment but
only ‘Mix 1’ is considered in this work. For this setup, methane fuel is issued into the flame
from a contoured jet nozzle at an axial velocity of uj = 22 m/s. The nozzle exit diameter is
Dj = 7.5 mm and its rim thickness is 0.16Dj . The fuel stream is surrounded by a coflow
of air, supplied through a porous sintered plate. This operating condition corresponds to a
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global Reynolds number of Re = 1770 and a Froude number of Fr = 14.
In this configuration, a shear layer is present between the high velocity fuel stream
and the coflow. This shear layer can support a Kelvin-Helmholtz type instability mode,
which is primarily induced by the velocity gradient in the shear layer. This instability
mode is referred to as the inner mode here. There is an additional instability mode that is
centered at a more radially outward location and it is denoted as the outer mode. The outer
mode instability may be attributed to the density gradient induced by the heat release of
combustion.
To obtain the base flow fields for linear stability analysis, detailed simulations are per-
formed with different models. Due to the axisymmetric nature of the jet flame, the simula-
tions are performed by solving Eq. (2.33) in a cylindrical coordinate system. Since the FPV
model is utilized in Eq. (2.33e), the flamelet libraries are generated prior to the simulations.
The reaction chemistry that is used in the library generation is discussed in the Sec. 3.2.2.
In the discretization of Eq. (2.33), the spatial and temporal derivatives are treated sepa-
rately. Specifically, a central finite difference scheme is used for the spatial discretization
and a fraction-step method is employed for the temporal discretization. The full details of
the numerical schemes are discussed by Pierce (2001).
The 3D computational domain is 15Dj × 10Dj × 2π in axial, radial and azimuthal
directions, respectively. The computational grid consists of 190× 110× 32 grid points for
the three respective directions. For the fuel nozzle inlet, the velocity boundary conditions
are either prescribed as a uniform flow or obtained from a forced pipe flow simulation. A
plug-flow profile with an axial velocity of Uco = 0.05 m/s is used to describe the coflow
stream. Lastly, the convective outflow and slip wall conditions are imposed at the outlet
and the radial boundaries, respectively.
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3.2.2 Model Approximations
In the following sections, different combinations of model approximations are considered
to systematically investigate the effects of different approximations on instability dynam-
ics. Specifically, the reaction chemistry, transport properties, gas law, and buoyancy effect
are considered here. Clearly, the reaction chemistry plays an important role in determining
the flame dynamics of a reacting flow. Two chemistry representations are investigated, rep-
resenting the two opposite extremes in terms of the model fidelity. The simplest chemistry
model is a one-step global reaction for methane-air combustion. The reaction mechanism
takes the form
CH4 + 2O2
kg→ CO2 + 2H2O , (3.22)









and the numerical constants are (Westbrook & Dryer, 1981):
A = 1.3× 108s−1, Ta = 5773K, p = −0.3, q = 1.3. (3.24)
The complex chemistry kinetics utilized in this study for the methane-air reaction is the
GRI-MECH 2.11 (Bowman et al., 1997). Unlike the simple chemistry model, the details
of the chemistry mechanism is not discussed here because it contains 219 reactions among
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As with the reaction chemistry kinetics, the comparison of a simple model with a more
detailed model is the approach employed throughout this investigation to assess to impact
of different sub-models. This is no different in the context of the transport model; the
simple model for viscous-diffusive transport is the Chapman approximation. In this model,
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where n is assumed to be unity. For a more complete description of viscous-diffusive
properties, we employ the mixture-averaged transport discussed in Sec. 2.1.1.
In a reacting flow, the specific heat capacities of the gaseous mixture can change sig-
nificantly due to the increase in temperature. The thermally perfect gas approximation can
account for this phenomena by expressing Cp and Cv as a function of temperature. This
approximation is the more detailed model in the comparison of gas laws, and the simpler
model would neglect this variation of specific heat capacities with temperature. The as-
sumption of constant specific heat capacities is commonly referred to as the calorically
perfect gas law.
By systematically increasing the fidelity of physical sub-models, five combinations of
the models are considered here and summarized in Tab. 3.1. Among these permutations,
case C1 uses the simplest set of models for the flow properties while case C2 improves
upon case C1 with the thermally perfect gas approximation. At the other end of the spec-
trum of model fidelity, case C4 employs detailed chemistry, mixture-averaged transport,
the thermally perfect gas assumption. Compared to case C4, case C3 is the same except
that the Chapman approximation is utilized instead of the more complex mixture-averaged
transport model. In addition, buoyant effects are also added to case C4 (denoted as case
C4b) so that the impact of buoyancy can be assessed.
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Case Chemistry Transport model Thermal properties Fr
C1 One-step chemistry Chapman approximation Calorically perfect ∞
C2 One-step chemistry Chapman approximation Thermally perfect ∞
C3 Detailed chemistry Chapman approximation Thermally perfect ∞
C4 Detailed chemistry Mixture-averaged transport Thermally perfect ∞
C4b Detailed chemistry Mixture-averaged transport Thermally perfect 14
Table 3.1: Summary of the combinations of models considered to assess the effects of
different model approximations on the instability dynamics.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Mean Flow Results
For each combination of model approximations in Tab. 3.1, its corresponding mean flow
is computed using detailed simulations. With the exception of case C4b, all simulations
predict steady flow solutions so the mean flows of case C1-C4 are also the corresponding
base flows. The computed radial profiles for axial velocity at axial location x/Dj = 0.13
and x/Dj = 1.0 are shown in Fig. 3.3a and Fig. 3.4a, respectively. Based on the figures, it
is clear that the mean flow results are sensitive to model approximations. In fact, the differ-
ence in the mean flow profile is already observable at x/Dj = 0.13, illustrating the strong
influence for the model approximations. Despite the variation of axial velocity profiles, all
results generally show a localized pocket of high velocity on the oxidizer side. This can be
attributed to the heat release effects of the chemical reactions that occur in this region of the
adiabatic jet flame. Moreover, the non-adiabatic simulation results ,discussed in Sec. 3.3.6,
do not show this pocket of high velocity.
In the comparison of radial temperature profiles in Fig. 3.3b and Fig. 3.4b, cases C1-C4
show considerable differences in terms of flame structure. Among all cases, case C1 dis-
plays the highest peak temperature and the broadest flame. This is partly due to the simple
description of the reaction in the global reaction model (Williams, 1991). In addition, the
broader flame can also be partially attributed to the calorically perfect gas representation.
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(a) Mean axial velocity.
















Figure 3.3: Radial profiles for (a) mean axial velocity and (b) mean temperature at x/Dj =
0.13.
This effect can be seen with case C2 in Fig. 3.3b where the relaxation of this thermody-
namic description results in a thinner flame structure. Furthermore, this variation of flame
structure is more readily observable in the mixture-fraction space. The comparisons of
temperature profiles in the mixture-fraction space at x/Dj = 0.13 and x/Dj = 1.0 are
shown in Fig. 3.5. The projection onto the Z-space reveals that the discrepancies due to
model approximations are mostly restricted to the fuel-rich side of the flame. Compared to
case C1, the flame of C2 shows a faster initial decrease in temperature for mixture fractions
greater than stoichiometric.
Through the comparison of instantaneous temperature for cases C4 and C4b, the effect
of gravity on the flow can be assessed. As mentioned earlier, the simulation results of
case C4 are steady so the instantaneous temperature field for case C4 (shown in Fig. 3.6a)
is also the mean field. However, the flow becomes unsteady when buoyancy effects are
included in the simulation of the case C4b. The unsteadiness of case C4b is illustrated in
Fig. 3.6b, where the instantaneous result in the left panel is clearly not the same as the
time-averaged results in the right panel. A closer examination of Fig. 3.6b suggests that
an absolute instability is present in the outer region of the jet which is responsible for the
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(a) Mean axial velocity.
















Figure 3.4: Radial profiles for (a) mean axial velocity and (b) mean temperature at x/Dj =
1.0.























(a) Axial location: x/Dj = 0.13.
















(b) Axial location: x/Dj = 1.00.
Figure 3.5: Comparison of mixture-fraction conditioned temperature profiles at (a)
x/Dj = 0.13 and (b) x/Dj = 1.0.
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(a) Instantaneous temperature
field for case C4.
(b) Instantaneous (left) and mean (right) temperature field for
case C4b.
Figure 3.6: Mean temperature field for (a) case C4 at Fr = ∞ (without buoyancy).
Instantaneous and mean field for (b) case C4b: the instantaneous result is shown in the left
panel and the mean temperature is shown in the right panel.
temporal evolution of the flame.
Becker & Yamazaki (1978) and Mungal & coworkers (Muñiz & Mungal, 2001; Han &
Mungal, 2001) have experimentally investigated the effect of buoyancy on the flow struc-
ture in laminar and turbulent non-premixed jet flames. By balancing buoyancy and inertial








where ρO/ρF is the density ratio between oxidizer and fuel. When ξ < 1, the effects
of buoyancy on the flow are likely to be negligible. Applying this criterion to the non-
premixed jet flame results suggests that buoyancy effects become relevant for x/Dj >
4.8. A qualitative comparison of the mean flow profiles between cases C4 and C4b agree
reasonably well with this criterion. Since Eq. (3.26) is only derived by considering a force-
balance, the contribution of buoyancy-driven instabilities is neglected in the application of
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this criterion. A more complete criterion for buoyancy effects should augment ξ with the
wave-number of the buoyancy-driven instability.
Fig. 3.6 also shows that the potential core of case C4b is qualitatively similar to case
C4. This is because the inner momentum-driven shear is largely unaffected by gravitational
forces and buoyancy effects are mostly confined to the outer region of the jet. Motivated
by this finding, the instabilities associated with the inner and outer region of the jet flame
are analyzed separately
3.3.2 Inner Mode Analysis
3.3.2.1 Growth Rate and Phase Speed
Using the mean flow results from the detailed simulations at x/Dj =0.13, spatial stability
analyses for all cases in Tab. 3.1 are performed. The growth rate and phase speed of the
inner Kelvin-Helmholtz mode as functions of the angular frequency ωrDj/Uj are illustrated
in Fig. 3.7. Based on these results, all cases agree for ωrDj/Uj < 1 but slowly diverge as
the frequency is increased. Through comparison of cases C1 and C2, the impact of different
perfect gas models can be assessed. Specifically, the analysis that employs the calorically
perfect-gas approximation under-predicts growth rate with increasing frequency.
Similarly, the effect of reaction chemistry on the growth rate can be assessed by compar-
ing the analysis results for cases C2 and C3. Figure 3.7a clearly shows that case C3 predicts
growth rates higher than those of case C2 for the frequency range of 2 ≤ ωrDj/Uj ≤ 8.
This can be attributed to the chemistry-induced shift of the mean flow profiles and a higher
flame temperature seen in the mean flow of case C2. In particular, these two observations
are probably due to the over-prediction of heat release in case C2, which is known to atten-
uate the growth of inviscid instabilities (Shin & Ferziger, 1991). In addition, the increase
in viscosity due to the higher peak-temperature of case C2 may also play a role in impeding
the growth of the inner instability mode.
The linear stability analysis of cases C3 and C4 are performed using the same chemical
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of results from linear stability analysis using different models for
(a) growth rate and (b) phase speed of the jet flame at axial location x/Dj = 0.13; shown
in symbols are growth rate and phase speed evaluated from simulation of case C4.
kinetics model but with different viscous-diffusivity models. Therefore, the higher growth
rate of case C4 for ωrDj/Uj > 5 can be the result of a different transport model. The
Chapman approximation (used in case C3) overpredicts the viscosity, thus reducing the
growth rate of the instability. It is also worth mentioning that the phase speed in case C4
is overall lower than that of the other cases. Nevertheless, the phase speeds of all cases
are very close to unity, indicating the inner mode is propagating at the jet velocity. (see
Fig. 3.7b)
Quantitative comparisons of linear stability results with detailed simulation results for
case C4 are presented in Fig. 3.7. These results are obtained by performing additional com-
putations, in which the axial inlet velocity is harmonically forced. Uniform perturbations
of axial velocity at frequencies of ωrDj/Uj = 2, 4, 6 and 8 are imposed at the jet inlet
for five different simulations. These perturbations are limited to an amplitude of 5% of the
bulk axial velocity. The growth rate and phase speed are evaluated using flow-field solu-
tions for radial velocity and velocity magnitude, respectively. Comparisons of results from
the stability analysis and detailed simulations for the specific case C4 show overall good
agreement. The detailed computations predict a maximum growth rate around ωrDj/Uj=
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Saddle point α0/Dj ω0Dj/Uj
K1 1.550− 5.139i 4.607− 2.877i
K2 4.796− 8.689i 5.931− 2.253i
K3 4.914− 13.475i 5.539− 2.795i
Table 3.2: Saddle points for inner mode at x = 0.13 for case C4b.
5, and the inner mode remains unstable for higher perturbation frequencies. In this context,
it is also noteworthy to mention that despite the underlying assumptions of the linear stabil-
ity method, the results remain in good agreement with the detailed simulation results even
for perturbation frequencies up to ωrDj/Uj = 8 (corresponding to a physical frequency of
645 Hz).
To investigate whether the inner mode is a shear layer instability and is not affected
by buoyancy, the analysis results of case C4b are also shown in Fig. 3.7. Although buoy-
ancy effects are included in the analysis of case C4b, the results are identical to case C4.
Therefore, this comparison suggests that the inner mode is insensitive to buoyancy effects.
3.3.2.2 Pinch Point Analysis
To determine if the inner mode is a convective instability or an absolute instability, we apply
Briggs’ method (described in Sec. 3.1.5.2) at x/Dj = 0.13. The results of this investigation
is illustrated in Fig. 3.8a, showing the mapping of contours of constant ωi on the complex
α-plane. In this figure, three different saddle points can be identified and the corresponding
(α0/Dj, ω0Dj/Uj) coordinates are shown in Tab. 3.2, indicating that all three saddle points
are located in the lower half of the ω-plane (i.e. ωr < 0). By Briggs’ criterion, the inner
mode is therefore a convective instability at location x/Dj = 0.13. In addition, the saddle
points are also solved as a function of Froude number and the results are shown in Fig. 3.8b.
The saddle points are invariant to Froude number variation, reaffirming our finding that the
inner mode is insensitive to gravitational effects.
Figure 3.8b shows the presence of a turning point on the α-plane. Under the mapping
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(a) Branch point structure.





















(b) Effects of Froude-number on pinch point lo-
cations.
Figure 3.8: Pinch point analysis of inner mode: (a) shows the structure of dispersion re-
lation near the pinch points at x/Dj = 1.0; (b) illustrates the temporal growth rate of the
pinch points for a range of Froude-numbers.
of the dispersion relation, this turning point manifests as a saddle point in the ω-space. This
behavior was also observed by Papas et al. (2003) and can be attributed to the quadratic
ω term in the dispersion equation. To demonstrate this property, a simplified perturbation
equation for v̂ is obtained from Eq. (3.3) by neglecting contributions from Ẑ and ŵ while
omitting the viscous and gravitational effects. The simplified equation is written as:
(ω − αũ)2V1v̂ − (ω − αũ)V2v̂ − V3v̂ = (ω − αũ)P1p̂+ P2p̂ , (3.27)






































Equation (3.27) shows that the terms involving ∂CGω̇C can lead to a turning point in the
α-space. This turning point vanishes when the equation becomes linear in ω under non-
reacting conditions, i.e., ∂CGω̇C = 0. Although simplified, this simplified analysis shows
that the chemical reaction is a possible source for a branch-cut in the α-space. A more
detailed analysis is required to fully characterize the origin and implications of this branch
point and it could be the subject of future work.
In a weakly non-parallel flow, the evolution of saddle points along the axial direction
needs to be examined in order to fully determine whether the instability mode is convective
or absolute. If the instability mode is found to be absolute for a sizable region of the flow,
the flow is then considered absolutely unstable. Since the jet flame is weakly non-parallel,
the saddle points of the inner mode are tracked along the axial directions. The temporal
growth rates for the saddle points along x/Dj are shown in Fig. 3.9a. Based on Fig. 3.9a,
it can be seen that the saddle points K1 and K3 still indicate that the inner mode is a
convective instability. However, the saddle point K2 crosses from the lower half of the
ω-plane to the upper half at 0.6 ≤ x/Dj ≤ 1.2, suggesting that the inner instability mode
may become absolute. To characterize the nature of the instability in that region, the saddle
point structure of K2 at x/Dj = 1.0 is evaluated and shown in Fig. 3.9b. In addition to the























(a) Temporal growth rate of saddle points along
axial direction.













(b) Branch point structure around saddle point
K2 at x/Dj = 1.0.
Figure 3.9: Pinch point analysis for the inner mode: (a) showing the temporal growth rate
of saddle points along axial distance x/Dj and the upper half plane is shaded to indicate
the necessary criterion for absolute instability; (b) saddle point structure around K2 at
x/Dj = 1.0; the solid lines denote curves of constant ωi while the dashed lines are of
ωr = ωr,0 with varying ωi.
for a constant ωr is also shown as dashed lines. By tracing the dashed lines, the two spatial
branches that form the saddle point shown to originate from the same lower half plane. This
property of saddle point fails Briggs’ second criterion for an absolute instability. Therefore,
the inner mode is conclusively a convective instability for the entire jet flame.
3.3.3 Mode Reconstruction
Although the linear stability analysis method developed here is local to an axial location,
the analysis results can be extended to approximate the global mode. The procedure, pro-
posed by Oberleithner et al. (2011), is employed here to approximate the global mode
structure. The non-buoyant case C4 is used as the configuration for which this method
is applied to. In this method, the solution of local linear stability analysis along x/Dj is
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combined as:
φ′′(t, x, r, θ) = Re













where Re(·) denotes the real part of an complex number,
∣∣∣φ̂∣∣∣ = φ̂φ̂ is the modulus of
φ̂. The exponential term of the global mode is introduced to phase-align the individual
eigenfunctions at r0. Note that this approximation of global mode does not capture the
spatial growth of the local eigenfunctions, which can be accounted for by using a multi-
scale expansion (Crighton & Gaster, 1976) but that is beyond the scope of this work.
Results from the mode reconstruction are compared against the inner instability mode
from simulations at two excitation frequencies. Since the inner mode is convectively un-
stable, it is excited in the simulations by a harmonic forcing of the axial velocity at the
inlet. The amplitude of this imposed fluctuation is limited to 5% of Uj in order to avoid the
nonlinear response of the jet flame.
Two perturbation frequencies, namely ωrDj/Uj = 2 and ωrDj/Uj = 5, are considered
in this investigation. Comparisons of global mode shapes between analyses and simulation
at these two frequencies are shown in Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11, respectively. Both compar-
isons indicate that the reconstructed mode is in reasonable agreement with the excited inner
mode from the detailed simulations. Aside from the small shift in mode shape with increas-
ing downstream distance, the wavelengths of the reconstructed inner instability modes are
generally similar to the simulation results. This favorable agreement is expected because
the inner mode is advected by the shear layer, which evolves slowly along the axial direc-
tion. In comparison of the mode shapes at the higher frequency, the discrepancies in the
amplitude of the instability modes are more apparent for x/Dj > 7. After the initial growth
of the inner mode at ωDj/Uj = 5, the simulation shows a mode that decays much faster
than predicted by the locally linear analysis. There are many possible factors that may be
responsible for this discrepancy but it is usually attributed to the non-linearity of the high
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(a) Axial velocity, u/Uj . (b) Mixture fraction, Z. (c) Progress variable, C.
Figure 3.10: Comparison of instability modes from detailed simulation (left) and recon-
struction from linear stability analysis (right mirror image) for (a) axial velocity, (b) mixture
fraction, (c) progress variable of case C4 with forcing frequency ωrDj/Uj = 2.
(a) Axial velocity, u. (b) Mixture fraction, Z. (c) Progress variable, C.
Figure 3.11: Comparison of instability modes from detailed simulation (left) and recon-
struction from linear stability analysis (right mirror image) for (a) axial velocity, (b) mixture
fraction, (c) progress variable; case C4 with forcing frequency ωrDj/Uj = 5.
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frequency excitation. Another contributing factor is that the combustion processes in re-
acting flows are highly non-linear. In addition, non-parallel effects, due to the spreading of
the jet, may become more pronounced at locations further downstream.
3.3.4 Outer Mode Analysis
The detailed simulation of the buoyant jet flame of case C4b predicts an oscillatory outer
mode that is not observed in the cases without buoyancy. Based on previous works, this
outer mode is likely to be self-sustaining as it is to assumed be an absolute instability.
To conclusively characterize this instability, local stability analysis is utilized to determine
whether there exists a region wherein this instability is absolute.
Using the method discussed in Sec. 3.1.6.2, the saddle points are solved as a function
of x/Dj . The imaginary part of the frequency for the two most unstable saddle points are
shown in Fig. 3.12a for 0.133 < x/Dj < 3. The upper half of the ω-plane of Fig. 3.12a
is shaded grey to ease the identification of possible absolute instability. Results indicate
that the saddle point O1 moves from the upper-half of the ω-plane to the lower-half at
x/Dj ≈ 1.25. This trajectory of the saddle point O1 suggests that the outer mode may
undergo transition from absolute to convective near this axial location.
To confirm that the outer mode is indeed an absolute instability for x/Dj < 1.25, the
branch structure of saddle point O1 is computed at x/Dj = 1 and presented in Fig. 3.12b.
This figure illustrates that the pinch point O1 is formed by two solution branches originating
from the lower and upper half planes of the α-space. This branch structure satisfies the
second criterion of Briggs’ method, indicating that the flame of case C4b is absolutely
unstable. At the same axial location of x/Dj = 1, the saddle point O2 is also located
on the upper-half of the ω-plane. However, this singularity is not an indicator of absolute
instability as it is formed by branches originating form the same half-plane in the α-space.
However, the self-sustaining outer instability mode is absent in case C4 where gravity















(a) Evolution of ωi,0 along x/Dj for outer
mode.












(b) Branch point structure around saddle point
O1 and O2 at x/Dj = 1.0.
Figure 3.12: Pinch point analysis for outer mode: (a) temporal growth rate of saddle
points along x/Dj and upper plane is shaded to indicate necessary criterion for absolute
instability; (b) branch point structure at x/Dj = 1.0; the solids lines denote curves of
constant ωi while the dashed lines are of ωr = ω0,r with varying ωi.
changing it into an absolute instability. To verify this claim, the complex frequencies of
both saddle points are evaluated as a function of Froude-number. Results of this analysis
at x/Dj = 1 are shown in Fig. 3.13. Unlike the inner mode, both saddle points exhibit
significant dependency on the Froude-number. More specifically, the saddle points drift
below the real ω axis with increasing Froude-number. This crossing between half-planes
indicates that the outer mode becomes convectively unstable when the buoyancy effect is
reduced, a finding consistent with the results of the simulations.
3.3.5 Nonlinear Instability Dynamics
In the experiment by Chen et al. (1989), both the inner Kelvin-Helmholtz mode and the
buoyancy driven outer mode can be observed at the same time. Linear stability analysis is
shown to be useful for the investigation of the two modes but it cannot account for non-
linear coupling between the two modes when they are excited simultaneously. Therefore,
detailed simulations are used as the primary tool to investigate the jet flame behavior when




















Figure 3.13: Evolution of saddle points of outer mode at x/Dj = 1.0 as a function of
Froude-number. The shaded area is a necessary criterion for absolute instability.
inlet is forced with axial velocity oscillations at frequency ωDj/Uj = 5 and amplitude of
2.5% of Uj . Instantaneous results for axial velocity, mixture fraction and temperature are
illustrated in Fig. 3.14. In this figure, the inner Kelvin-Helmholtz mode and the buoyancy-
driven outer mode are clearly visible.
Point-wise history of the temperature is extracted from the simulation for spectral anal-
ysis. The data-collection locations, shown in Fig 3.14c, are distributed along the lines of
r/Dj = 0.5, r/Dj = 1 and x/Dj = 5. The measurements along r/Dj = 0.5 are at the
lip-line, and thus are associated with the shear layer. Locations along r/Dj = 1 are of
interest because they mostly correspond to the stoichiometric reaction zone. Figure 3.15a
shows the temperature signal at several point-wise locations along x/Dj = 5. At r/Dj = 1
of this axial location, the oscillation amplitude of the temperature reaches values in excess
of 50% of the mean temperature. Since the flamelet model is used in this simulation, the
temperature is mapped to the mixture fraction and progress variable. Therefore, the large
fluctuation of temperature also corresponds to substantial variations of mixture fraction and
progress variable. At the same axial location, the saturation of temperature fluctuation at
r/Dj = 2 can also be seen in Fig. 3.15a. This phenomena is physical as the lower bound
correspond to the inlet temperature which is the lowest possible value attainable in com-
bustion. However, such non-linear effects are not easily accounted for in the linear stability
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(a) Axial velocity, u/Uj . (b) Mixture fraction, Z. (c) Temperature, T/T0.
Figure 3.14: Instantaneous results of harmonically forced simulation for case C4b, show-
ing (a) axial velocity, (b) mixture fraction, and (c) temperature; solid lines denote isocon-
tour of stoichiometric mixture fraction while dashed lines and symbols indicate locations
where temporal history of temperature is extracted for spectral analysis.
analysis as a single temporal mode expansion is not able to capture this bounded oscillation
of temperature.
For a more systematic investigation of the frequencies involved in the flow, a Fourier
transformation is applied to the temperature signals. The spectrums of the temperature are
presented in Fig. 3.16, showing log10(|F (T )|) as function of angular frequency and axial
distance. Along the jet lip line, Fig. 3.16a shows a visible peak at the fundamental forcing
frequency of ωrDj/Uj = 5 and the higher harmonics. With increasing downstream loca-
tion, the frequency peak near the fundamental frequency broadens due to spectral transfer.
At the same time, the higher harmonics see a rapid decay in amplitude beyond x/Dj ≤ 5.
The spatial evolution of the frequency spectrum at r/Dj = 1.0 is shown in Fig. 3.16b.
Unlike at r/Dj = 0.5, the spectral signature of the inner mode is much attenuated while
the outer mode is prominent. This can be seen in Fig. 3.16b where there is higher spectral
energy at lower frequency and the oscillation at ωDj/Uj = 5 is suppressed. The lower
frequency peak at ωDj/Uj = 0.19 is considered to be the frequency of the outer mode.
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(a) Radial direction: x/Dj = 5.0.





















(b) Axial direction: r/Dj = 1.0.
Figure 3.15: Temporal evolution of temperature at different selected locations for case
C4B with harmonic forcing.
(a) Radial location: r/Dj = 0.5 (b) Radial location: r/Dj = 1.0
Figure 3.16: Frequency spectrum of temperature along axial distance for (a) r/Dj = 0.5
and (b) r/Dj = 1.0 (shown as dashed lines in Fig. 3.14c)
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Moreover, Fig. 3.16b also shows the growth of this mode with increasing downstream
locations.
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is utilized here to investigate the coherent
structure that is associated with the instabilities (Berkooz et al., 1993). The POD method,
also known as principal component analysis or Karhunen-Loève expansion, is frequently
employed to construct optimal representations of the flow field dynamics. This is achieved
by decomposing the sequence of data into a set of orthogonal empirical modes that mini-
mize the squared error between the data and the POD representations. In the present case,
the POD method is applied to the temperature field T using the following POD procedure:
∫ ∫ {(








To construct the POD modes Θi, the snapshot method (Sirovich & Knight, 1985) is em-
ployed on 3000 realizations of the temperature field, obtained from the detailed simulation.
The time increment ∆tUj/Dj between each of these snapshots is 0.025, thus this series of
snapshots spans approximately two periods of the outer mode. Such fine temporal reso-
lution is used here in order to resolve the high frequency of inner mode. Since the POD
method is optimal with respect to the L2-norm as shown in Eq. (3.34), we can define a
measure of the fluctuating energy content for each of the POD modes. It is important to
note that the term “energy” is used loosely here as the temperature, in its primitive form,
is not an accurate representation of energy. Nevertheless, this metric can be useful in the
subsequent comparison of the inner and outer modes.
The normalized “energy” of the first 18 POD modes, sorted accordingly, are illustrated
in Fig. 3.17a. In this figure, it can be seen that the first four POD modes account for more
than 99% the energy. Moreover, the POD modes seem to come in pairs, which is the
number of POD modes required to capture an advecting wave. This property is also shown
in the phase plots of the time-coefficients of the first two modes. As seen in the top left
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(b) Phase plot.
Figure 3.17: Results of POD mode analysis showing (a) the energy spectrum of first 18
POD modes and (b) time-coefficients for POD modes in the phase space
panel of Fig. 3.17b, the time coefficients a1 and a2 are phase shifted by 90◦, thus forming a
circular trajectory in the phase plane. In addition, the phase plots of (a1,a4) and (a1,a6) are
shown in Fig. 3.17b. From these phase plots, it can be seen that the fourth and sixth modes
are higher harmonics of the first mode. Furthermore, the spatial structure of the fourth
and sixth modes, illustrated in Fig. 3.18, qualitatively shows the doubling and tripling of
the wavelength, respectively. Figure 3.18 also indicates that the first three pairs of POD
modes are coherent structures mostly confined to the outside of the stoichiometric mixture
fraction layer. Therefore, they are representative of the outer mode dynamics seen in the
detailed simulations. It is noteworthy that the higher harmonics of the outer instability
mode elucidated here are not entirely visible in the frequency spectrums in Fig. 3.16
The fundamental mode of the inner Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is contained in the 7th
and 8th POD modes. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.18d where the 7th POD mode shows the
characteristics of the inner Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Like the outer mode, the advec-
tion of the inner mode is characterized by the 90◦ phase shift between a pair of POD modes.
Again, this shift is evident from the circular orbit of corresponding time-coefficients shown
in Fig. 3.17b
In application of POD to data, it is difficult to ignore the potential of POD modes to
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(a) 1st mode. (b) 3rd mode. (c) 5th mode. (d) 7th mode.
Figure 3.18: First four odd-number POD modes of the harmonically forced case C4b and
the solid lines shown in the figures are the isocontours of mean stoichiometric mixture frac-
tion. The coherent structures of the first three mode pairs are mostly restricted to the outside
of the solid lines, and hence correspond to the outer buoyancy-driven instability. The fourth
mode-pair (7th and 8th POD modes) shows fluctuations within the stoichiometric mixture
fraction contour, thus are associated with the inner KH mode.
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be used for lower-order control models (Bergmann et al., 2009). To keep the lower-order
model simple, the number of POD modes that can be included in the model is restricted
to a small number. The cutoff threshold is usually based on the “energy” contained in the
modes and the 99% limit is a common choice. However, external perturbations introduced
by the control scheme may excite instability modes such as the inner Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability, which may contribute less than 1% of the POD “energy”.
3.3.6 Application to Incomplete Mean Flow
In Sec. 3.3.2.1, the linear stability analyses utilize the same model approximations as the
corresponding simulations. With this formulation, all base-flow quantities needed for the
analyses are readily available from the simulations. However, this may not be true in exper-
iments where some of the essential thermo-chemical and flow quantities are not measured.
Specifically, the point-wise mixture fraction and progress variable are usually not measured
in a simple experiment. On the other hand, the temperature of a flame can be obtained from
probe measurements. For example, Lingens et al. (1996) and Füri (2001) reconstructed the
radial profiles of essential thermo-chemical variables so that linear stability analysis can be
carried out on experimental flames measurements. The objective of this section is to show
that our linear stability analysis framework can also be used on incompletely described
mean flow data.
We have considered three cases of linear stability analysis on recovered mean flows.
They are summarized in Tab. 3.3. Cases N1 and N2 are based on the semi-analytical ap-
proximation (Füri, 2001) to the time-averaged experimental measurements. In this ap-
proximation, the axial velocity is described as a hyperbolic tangent function. The mixture
fraction follows the same analytic function but is corrected so that the stoichiometric mix-
ture fraction matches the location of the peak temperature. The resulting axial velocity and
mixture fraction profiles at x/Dj = 0.13 are shown in Fig. 3.19, along the experiment mea-
surements. As expected, the profiles are very similar to the experimental data. Different
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Case Mean flow Transport model
N1 Analytic Chapman approximation
N2 Analytic Mixture-averaged transport
N3 Simulation Mixture-averaged transport
Table 3.3: Summary of the mean flows and transport models utilized in the linear stability
analyses of the non-adiabatic jet flame.
transport models are used in cases N1 and N2, these models are not only used to evaluate
the mean viscosity and diffusivity profiles but also in the linear stability analyses.
Unlike cases N1 and N2, the mean-profiles of a non-adiabatic simulation are used in
case N3. In this simulation, the heat transfer to the nozzle rim is modeled using a non-
adiabatic flamelet model (Lee et al., 2011). However, this flamelet model utilizes a different
progress variable formulation than that of the linear stability analysis, making the progress
variables incompatible. Nevertheless, the definition of the mixture fraction is still consistent
across the two models and its mean profile can be directly employed in the linear stability
analysis. The mean results for this non-adiabatic case are shown in Fig. 3.19 for comparison
with other cases and experimental measurements. Overall, the simulation results are in
good agreement with the experimental results.
After obtaining the mean mixture fraction profiles, progress variable remains as the last
quantity needed for a full description of the mean flow. Since the mean temperature profiles
of cases N1-N3 are also available, a reverse lookup of the flamelet library for temperature is
performed to reconstruct the mean progress variable profiles. This procedure ensures that
the mean profiles of the mixture fraction and progress variable, under the flamelet model,
map to a consistent temperature profile. In the cases where the mixture fraction profiles
are also not available, a procedure similar to that of Lingens et al. (1996) can be employed
to reconstruct the mean descriptions for Z and C. In this method, the radial profile of a
jet flame is assumed to be described by a single flamelet solution so that the full thermo-
chemical properties of the flame can be evaluated by matching the flamelet temperature to
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(a) Mean axial velocity profile at x/Dj = 0.13.













(b) Mean temperature profile at x/Dj = 0.13.
Figure 3.19: The mean profiles of (a) axial velocity and (b) temperature at x/Dj = 0.13
for cases of non-adiabatic jet flames summarized in Tab 3.3.
the experimental measurements.
Using the reconstructed profiles of the progress variable and mixture fraction, density
and viscosity for all three cases are evaluated with the flamelet library and are shown in
Fig 3.20. Since cases N1 and N2 employ the same mean profiles of Z and C, the density
profiles are the same. The differences in the transport properties can be seen in the mean
viscosity profiles where the Chapman approximation of case N1 predicts a higher viscosity
than the mixture-averaged transport model of case N2.
3.3.6.1 Growth Rate and Phase Speed
Linear stability analyses of cases N1-N3 are performed at x/Dj = 0.13 and the results are
illustrated in Fig. 3.21. The experimental measurements and linear stability analysis results
of Füri et al. (2002) are also shown in Fig. 3.21 for comparison. Overall, our analysis
results for the cases N1-N2 are in good agreement with the linear analysis of Füri et al.
(2002). More specifically, the previous work yields a growth rate curve that is slightly
higher than the results of cases N1 and N2 (see Fig. 3.21a). Compared to experimental
measurements, the growth rates obtained from the analyses are higher for ωDj/Uj > 5 due
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(a) Mean density profile at x/Dj = 0.13.


















(b) Mean viscosity profile at x/Dj = 0.13.
Figure 3.20: Recovered mean profiles of (a) density and (b) viscosity at x/Dj = 0.13 for
cases of non-adiabatic jet flame configurations summarized in Tab 3.3.
to the non-linearity that is associated with the high frequency excitation in the experiment.
Comparison between cases N1 and N2 also reveals that the higher viscosity of the case N1
dampens the growth rate of the instability. This finding is also consistent with the results
shown in Sec. 3.3.2, wherein linear stability analyses are also performed with different
transport models.
Even though the same transport model is being used in cases N2 and N3, the linear
analysis results of case N3 show a higher growth rate for the frequencies range considered
here. This increase in growth rates may be attributed to the shift in the temperature profile
seen in Fig. 3.19b. Since the location of the temperature peak is further away from the
inner mode for case N3, the dampening effect of heat release on the Kelvin-Helmholtz type
instability is reduced. In spite of these differences in computed growth rates, the phase
speed of all three cases, shown in Fig. 3.21b, are relatively similar. Again, this insensitivity
of phase speeds to parameter changes is also observed and discussed in Sec. 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of (a) growth rates and (b) phase speeds obtained from linear




High Fidelity Method and Large-Eddy
Simulation
The large-eddy simulation (LES) method, as mentioned earlier, is a numerical turbulent
simulation method which resolves the large scale turbulence while employing model for the
small scale phenomena. This chapter opens with the discussion on the filtered governing
equations and follows with the descriptions of the turbulence models used in this study.
Since a solution is sought in a complex geometry, the numeric method associated with
discretization of the filtered governing equations is also briefly mentioned here. Then, this
chapter finishes with simulation results for the non-reacting and reacting cases.
4.1 Methodology
4.1.1 Turbulence Models for Sub-grid Stresses and Fluxes
The unclosed terms appearing in Eq. (2.45) are the sub-grid stress σres and the scalar fluxes
τ resφ . One of the approaches to model these terms is based on the eddy viscosity assump-
tion, which for σres is given by





In most eddy viscosity models, the sub-grid kinetic energy is assumed to be small and thus
is usually neglected (Pierce, 2001). With this assumption, this type of models is concerned
with the approximation of the eddy viscosity, νt using only the filtered quantities. The






2 ‖S̃‖ , (4.2)
where ‖S̃‖ = (2S̃ : S̃)1/2. The standard value for Cs is approximately 0.18 but it can de-
pend on the local flow topology. If a constant Cs is used in LES, the eddy viscosity near
the walls can be over-predicted and may inhibit the flow separation behavior. This property
is undesirable, so the constant coefficient Smagorinsky model is usually utilized together
with wall damping of the eddy viscosity (Van Driest, 1956). A better solution is to dy-
namically determine the local Cs using the procedure proposed by Germano et al. (1991)
with modification by Lilly (1992). This dynamic Smagorinsky model is shown to be repro-
duce vanishing viscosity near the walls (Meneveau & Katz, 2000). However, the dynamic
procedure does not guarantee non-negative values for Cs, and negative viscosity can lead
to numerical instability. In practice, spatial averaging in the homogeneous directions can
be employed to mitigate this problem. In more complex configurations where there is no
homogeneous direction, local averaging may be performed but it is generally insufficient
to eliminate negative νt.
Recognizing this limitation of the dynamic Smagorinsky model, new eddy-viscosity
models have been developed to account for the near wall decay of νt without dynamic
coefficients. Two eddy-viscosity models are utilized in this work, and they share this prop-
erty. The first model is the Wall-Adapting Local Eddy-viscosity (WALE) model proposed






























This eddy viscosity model is built in such a way that the cubic decay of eddy viscosity near
the walls can be reproduced in simulations. The constant coefficient, Cw is set to 0.5 and
∆ is approximated with the cubic root of an element’s volume.
The other eddy viscosity model used in this study is the model by Vreman et al. (2009).









Bβ = β11β22 − β212 + β11β33 − β213 + β22β33 − β223 . (4.9)
Eddy viscosity predicted by the Vreman model is designed to vanish for the thirteen types
of laminar flows in which the theoretical sub-grid dissipation should be zero. Flow near a
wall is one of these special cases so it is also suitable for a wall bounded flows. The model
coefficient CV is related to Cs by CV ≈ 2.5C2s and a value of CV = 0.07 is used here.
The eddy viscosity assumption is also employed for the closure of the sub-grid scalar
fluxes, i.e.
τ resφ = ρ̄ũφ̃− ρ̄ũφ = ρ̄αt∇φ̃ . (4.10)







The turbulent Schmidt number Sct is assumed to be 0.9.
4.1.2 Turbulent Combustion Models for LES
Combustion in a turbulent environment introduces additional physical processes that must
be considered in LES. More specifically, the interaction between turbulence and chemistry
demands a careful modeling treatment in most numerical simulations of turbulent flames.
For example, Clavin & Williams (1979) have shown that the turbulence can alter the flame
speed of premixed flames by wrinkling the flame front. Non-premixed flames, on the other
hand, are mixing controlled so the small scale turbulent mixing of fuel and oxidizer can
affect the flame location. Moreover, a high level of turbulence can also induce the local
extinction of flames in both non-premixed and premixed combustions.
4.1.2.1 Presumed PDF Closure
Clearly, small scale turbulence plays a greater role in turbulent reacting flows than in non-
reacting flows. However, the sub-grid scale turbulence is not resolved in the LES approach
and the models discussed in Sec. 4.1.1 do not consider turbulent chemistry interaction.
Therefore, different models are needed to accurately predict turbulent combustion in LES.
To this end, Pope (1991) introduces the concept of Filtered Density Function (FDF) to es-
tablish a formal framework to describe the sub-grid scale fluctuations needed for turbulent
combustion modeling. The FDF of a scalar φ is defined as
F (ψ,x, t) =
∫
δ (ψ − φ (y, t))G (y,x; ∆) dy, (4.12)
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and the corresponding Filtered Mass Density Function (FMDF) for reacting flows is
F̃ (ψ,x, t) =
∫
ρ (y, t) δ (ψ − φ (y, t))G (y,x; ∆) dy. (4.13)
Solution strategies have been developed to solve for the FMDF equations in LES appli-
cations. However, these approaches are not pursued in this work due to the additional
computational complexity introduced by these solution methods. Instead, the FMDF is ap-
proximated by a presumed PDF here by assuming that the sub-grid fluctuations of scalars
are distributed like random variables.
In a presumed PDF closure for flamelet models, the flamelet library is convolved with
a joint PDF of Z and Λ as:
ψ̃ =
∫ ∫
Gψ (Z,Λ) P̃ (Z,Λ) dZdΛ . (4.14)




P (Z,Λ) . (4.15)
Using Bayes’ theorem, the joint PDF of P̃ (Z,Λ) is decomposed into a marginal PDF




P (Z)P (Λ|Z) = ρ
ρ
P̃ (Z) P̃ (Λ|Z) . (4.16)
This joint PDF is further simplified by assuming P (Λ|Z) is independent of Z so that it





P̃ (Z) P̃ (Λ) . (4.17)
In this form, different families of statistical distributions can be prescribed separately as
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the presumed PDFs for Z and Λ. Some of the presumed PDFs utilized in this work may be
dependent on higher order moments of the filtered scalar that need to be modeled in LES.
The specific statistical distribution and modeling approach for higher order moments are
presented in the following sections.
4.1.2.2 Sub-grid Scale Model for Mixture Fraction
The beta distribution (Gupta & Nadarajah, 2004) is often employed as the presumed PDF
for the mixture fraction. Previous studies by Cook & Riley (1994), Jiménez et al. (1997)
and Wall et al. (2000) have shown that the distribution of conserved scalars in most turbu-
lent flows can reasonably be approximated by this PDF. However, this approximation, as
seen in the experiment by Tong (2001), is less accurate in strongly sheared flows.
The beta distribution can be parameterized by two shape parameters denoted by a and
b within the interval [Z−, Z+] for a random variable Z as











where Γ is the gamma function. These two shape parameters can be computed using the
mean and variance of Z, i.e
a =
Z̃ − Z−
Z+ − Z−γ, b =
Z+ − Z̃







− 1 , (4.19)
where the variance of mixture function is defined as
Z̃ ′′2 = Z̃2 − Z̃2. (4.20)
So, the solutions of Z̃ and Z̃ ′′2 are required to utilize this presumed PDF in LES. Since Z̃
is already transported in Eq. (2.45c), only Z̃ ′′2 demands additional modeling consideration.
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and τ resZ′′2 is evaluated following Eq. (4.10). The turbulent scalar transport in form of ũ′′Z ′′
is modeled using the gradient transport assumption, i.e.
ũ′′Z ′′ = −αt∇Z̃ . (4.23)
There are alternative methods of estimating Z̃ ′′2 in LES. For example, Pierce (2001)
developed a model that is based on local equilibrium between production and dissipation of
Z̃ ′′2. This method is not considered in this work as it requires the determination of dynamic
coefficients. Another method proposed Raman et al. (2005) and Pera et al. (2006), involves











+∇ · τ resZ2 − 2ρ̄α̃
∣∣∣∇Z̃∣∣∣2 − ρ̄χ̃resZ . (4.24)
Then, Z̃ ′′2 can be obtained using Eq. (4.20) and is algebraically equivalent to Eq. (4.21) af-
ter employing gradient transport assumption. However, Kemenov et al. (2012) have shown
that this equivalence no longer holds after discretization as the discretization errors are not
the same for the two equations. The convergence rate for both methods are similar but the
results obtained by solving Eq. (4.21) are more likely to satisfy the realizability of Z̃ ′′2.
Therefore, Eq. (4.21) is utilized here to compute Z̃ ′′2 for the PDF closure of the sub-grid
mixture fraction.
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where the constant Cχz represents the ratio of the fluid time scale to the scalar time scale
while Cε and Ck are model coefficients of the sub-grid scale kinetic energy model devel-
oped by Yoshizawa & Horiuti (1985). In this work, the modeling constants are chosen such
that Cχz = 2 (Peters, 2000) and the ratio of Cε to Ck is 2 (Ihme, 2007).
4.1.2.3 FPV Model and Extended FPV Model for LES
The FPV model, when first proposed by Pierce & Moin (2004), assumes that the sub-grid
fluctuation of the reaction progress variable can be represented by a single non-premixed
flamelet. Following this assumption, the presumed marginal PDF for the reaction progress
parameter Λ is represented by the delta function δ(·):





This expression is further simplified by Pierce & Moin (2004) to





in the FPV model. In this formulation , this model is relatively simple as higher moments
of C are not considered.
However, the restriction of one flamelet per computational cell may not be a reasonable
approximation if there are significant events of local flame extinction and re-ignition within
the cell. In a highly turbulent combustion environment, the sub-grid scalar dissipation
rate can exceed the quenching threshold for period of time long enough to result in the
extinction of flames (Hewson & Kerstein, 2002). After an event of flame extinction , the
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flame can either be re-ignited by the auto-ignition mechanism or due to the heat transferred
from a neighboring burning region. The experiment by Boxx et al. (2013) on two different
model combustors has lead the conclusion that auto-ignition is an insignificant event in
the typical operating conditions for the combustors investigated. Since a model combustor
is numerically investigated here, auto-ignition effects are not considered in the flamelet
models utilized in this study.
The distribution of extinguished and burning flames within a computational cell is not
captured by the PDF used in the original FPV model. As an extension of the FPV model,
the beta distribution is employed as the presumed PDF for sub-grid progress variable distri-
bution. In a premixed flamelet model of Vervisch et al. (2004), the same PDF has also been
utilized as the model for the unresolved reaction progress variable fluctuations. Progress
variable distribution with higher order moments may be used to build a more accurate com-
bustion model (Ihme, 2007) but this is beyond the scope of this work.
Similar to the mixture fraction, the use of the beta distribution to approximate C̃ ′′2
requires the LES solution of the second moment of progress variable. Therefore, the LES











+∇ · τ resC′′2 − 2ρ̄ũ′′C ′′ · ∇C̃ − ρ̄χ̃resC + 2ρ̄ ˙̃ω′′C ′′ .
(4.28)
This equation is similar to Eq. (4.21) but there is an extra source term 2 ˙̃ω′′C ′′, which can
be evaluated from the flamelet solutions. The turbulent scalar flux is approximated by
Eq. (4.10) and the gradient transport assumption is also employed to model the term ũ′′C ′′.






C̃ ′′2 , (4.29)
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and γc is set to unity.
4.1.2.4 Filtered Tabulated Chemistry LES (F-TACLES) model
The F-TACLES model (Fiorina et al., 2010; Auzillon et al., 2012) assumes that the sub-
grid distribution of the progress variable can be estimated from the solutions of laminar
premixed flamelets. This is achieved by filtering the 1D laminar premixed flamelet to
evaluate the unclosed turbulence terms found in Eq. (2.45d). The filtering of the premixed
flame solution φ(ξ;Z) at different mixture fraction Z is given by
〈φ|Z〉 (ξ, Z,∆) =
∫ +∞
−∞
φ (ξ;Z)G∆ (ξ − η) dη , (4.31)













The PDF of progress variable is implicitly defined by the filtering of 1D premixed flame
solutions. Outside the mixture fraction range where premixed flames can exist, the values
are interpolated using the closest flame and the non-reacting solution at Z = 0 or Z = 1.
The progress variable, by construction, is monotonic on ξ so the physical coordinate ξ can
be replaced with the normalized progress variable, c:




The beta distribution is also employed in the F-TACLES as the presumed PDF for sub-grid
mixture fraction distribution. The filtering of the premixed flamelet solutions φ, after the
convolution with the presumed PDF of Z, yields
φ
(





〈φ|Z〉 (〈c|Z〉, Z,∆) β
(









Z, Z̃, Z̃ ′′2
)
dZ . (4.35)







Z, Z̃, Z̃ ′′2
)
dZ. (4.36)
Since the non-normalized progress variable C̃ is solved in LES, it is more convenient to
tabulate the filtered quantity in terms of C̃, Z̃, Z̃ ′′2 and ∆. Moreover, a constant ∆ has been
used here, leading the mapping:
φ̃ = GFTACLES
(
Z̃, Z̃ ′′2, C̃
)
. (4.37)
Due to the effect of filtering, the premixed flame modeled with the F-TACLES approach
is thicker compared than the original unfiltered flame. This property of the model allows
the flame to be resolved in LES but the sub-grid scale wrinkling of the premixed flame is
neglected when solving for the thicker flame. To model this phenomenon, the wrinkling





where Sl and St are the laminar and turbulent flame speed, respectively. The wrinkling
factor is evaluated in the LES calculations using the model proposed by Charlette et al.
(2002). The diffusion terms and source terms of the progress variable transport equation is
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+∇ · τ resC + Ξρ̄˜̇ωC . (4.39)
Instead of utilizing Eq. (4.10), the scalar turbulent flux∇ · τ resC is approximated as





















while the source term is simply evaluated with Eq. (4.35).
4.1.3 Numerical Method
An objective of this work is to investigate a flame in a model combustor using LES. Un-
structured meshes are utilized to capture the complex shape of the model combustor. There-
fore, the LES solver employed in this work (VIDA) has the capability of solving the set of
LES equations shown in Eq. (2.45d) on an unstructured mesh. The approach to discretize
the spatial derivatives on an unstructured mesh is discussed in the following section. In
addition, this LES solver also utilizes the temporal scheme that is consistent with the “Low
Mach Number Approximation” mentioned in Sec. 2.1.1.
4.1.3.1 Spatial discretization
The spatial discretization employed by the VIDA solver belongs to a class of numerical
schemes named the finite volume method (FVM). In the finite volume method, volume
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integrals are applied to the governing equation shown in Eq. (2.45) on each individual ele-
ment of the unstructured mesh. Within this formulation, each element/cell can be seen as a
control volume and the computation of the numerical flux across the boundary of each con-
trol volume is the crux of this discretization method. This scheme is overall conservative if
each element pair is given a consistent flux evaluation on the common face.
However, the discrete control volumes that are utilized in the VIDA solver do not cor-
respond to the elements of the original mesh. Instead, the control volumes are defined as
elements on the dual mesh. An 2D example of an element of the dual mesh is shown in
Fig. 4.1. In the 2D space, each dual element is centered to a node p and is comprised of
several sub-triangles Ωstk . Each of these sub-triangles is spanned by the node vertex p, cell-
centered vertex cc and edge-centered vertex ec. In the 3D space, the dual element is also
centered to the node vertex but is a combination of sub-tetrahedrons instead. Ham et al.
(2006) have shown that the FVM scheme based on the dual mesh is able to capture the wall
profile of a turbulent flow more accurately than the cell-centered FVM scheme.
To ease discussion, the spatial terms in Eq. (2.45) are separated into pressure terms,
advection terms, diffusion terms and source terms. The interpolation of pressure is treated
carefully using the procedure outlined by Ham & Iaccarino (2004) to prevent pressure
decoupling caused by collocated variables storage in the VIDA solver. In reacting flows,
source terms are results of chemical reactions, with the production term of C being an
example. Since chemical source terms are not functions of spatial derivatives, they are
computed as simple averages of values on the vertices.
The advection process is the transport of quantities by fluid velocity and its flux term has













where n̂k is the length-weighted outward normal of the k-th edge of the dual control vol-









Figure 4.1: A schematic showing an element of the 2D dual mesh (shaded in grey) for an
unstructured mesh.
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the state variables are only solved on the node p. Therefore, they are interpolated on the
vertices cc and ec using the values of neighboring nodes. The interpolation weights utilized
in the solver are not upwind-biased so that the advection scheme has minimal numerical
diffusion.
Diffusion is a transport process driven by the gradient of quantities and is generally
represented by the flux term ∇ · (µ∇φ). The Green-Gauss theorem is also used here to











µ∇φ · n̂kds, (4.44)







The closed loop integrals of sub-triangles appearing in Eqs. (4.44) & (4.45) are approxi-
mated by applying the midpoint rule on each edge of the individual sub-triangle.
4.1.3.2 Temporal Scheme
The time-advancement of Eq. (2.45) is based on the fractional time stepping method of Kim
& Moin (1985) and the subsequent extension to variable density flow by Pierce (2001). In
the variable density version, velocity is solved at time levels (n,n + 1,...) while density,
pressure, thermo-chemical scalars are stored on staggered time levels (n+ 1/2,n+ 3/2,...).
The scheme, suggested by Ham (2007), consists of the following steps.
1. Predictor step:
The mass fluxes and the scalar values are linearly extrapolated to their respective next
time level using the solutions at current and previous time levels.
2. Density update:
The density is retrieved from the flamelet library using the extrapolated scalar values.
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3. First Poisson equation:
The extrapolated mass fluxes are corrected by solving a Poisson equation such that
the discrete continuity equation is satisfied.
4. Advancement of scalar transport and momentum equation:
Using the corrected quantities and the solutions on the current time level, the mass
fluxes and the scalar values are linearly interpolated to their respective half time-step.
The spatial terms of Eqs. (2.45d) & (2.45c) are evaluated by applying the discretized
operator to the interpolated values on the half time-step. Then, the momentum and








= RHSn+1φ , (4.47)
where û is the intermediate solution of velocity.
5. Second Poisson equation:
Another Poisson equation is solved to correct the mass fluxes that are obtained by
solving the momentum equation. In addition, the pressure is also advanced to the
next time level in this stage.
4.2 Setup and Configuration
4.2.1 Experiment Configuration
In this work, we consider the gas-turbine model combustor (GTMC) that was experimen-
tally investigated by Weigand et al. (2006) and Meier et al. (2006). A schematic of the
burner is illustrated in Fig. 4.2a. The injector consists of a central air nozzle, an annular
fuel nozzle, and a co-annular air nozzle. Both air nozzles supply swirling air at ambient
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(a) Schematic drawing of GTMC published by
Weigand et al. (2006). (b) 3D rendering of the fluid volume.
Figure 4.2: Illustration of the GTMC in schematic drawing (left), showing the dimensions
of the combustion chamber, the dual swirlers configuration as well as the injection locations
of fuel and air. The fluid volume of GTMC rendered in 3D (right); the plenum, swirlers
and combustion chamber are shaded in blue, black and red, respectively.
condition from a common plenum. The inner air nozzle has a diameter of 15 mm; the annu-
lar nozzle has an inner diameter of 17 mm and an outer diameter of 25 mm. Non-swirling
fuel is provided through three exterior ports attached to the annular nozzle. The exit plane
of the central air nozzle and fuel nozzle lies 4.5 mm below the exit plane of the outer air
annulus. The combustion chamber has a rectangular cross section of 85 mm in width and
110 mm in height. The exit of the combustion chamber is an exhaust tube with a diameter
of 40 mm and a height of 50 mm.
Three different operating conditions were considered in the experimental investigation
of Weigand et al. (2006) and Meier et al. (2006). These conditions produce flames of
different characteristics and the parameter of the three flames are summarized in Tab. 4.1.
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ṁair (g/min) ṁCH4 (g/min) Pth (kW) Φglob Zglob Re
A 1095 41.8 34.9 0.65 0.0365 58,000
B 281 12.3 10.3 0.75 0.0418 15,000
C 281 9.0 9.0 0.55 0.0310 15,000
Table 4.1: Parameters of the three flames investigated by Weigand et al. (2006) and Meier
et al. (2006); where ṁ is the inlet mass flow rate, Pth is the thermal power, Φglob is the
global equivalence ratio, Zglob is the global mixture fraction, Re is the nozzle Reynolds
number based on the cold inflow properties.
Due to the vortex breakdown induced by the swirling flow, all three flames are cone-shaped
with an inner recirculation zone (IRZ) along the centerline. An outer recirculation zone
(ORZ) is also located at lower corner of the combustion chamber. Among these three
flames, flame B has largest conical opening angle making this flame seems flatter than
flames A and C. Flames A and C can be described as V-shaped as their opening angles are
more acute. The flatter flame structure of flame B also corresponds to an earlier burnout
of the reactants. Weigand et al. (2006) suggested that this property of flame B is related to
thermo-acoustic oscillations of this flame.
Despite these differences, all three flames are lifted from the injection nozzle. Between
the flame liftoff location and the injector, some amount of fuel and air are mixed so that
these three flames can be considered as partially premixed. In addition, Raman measure-
ments of Meier et al. (2006) indicate that substantial samples of partially reacted mixture
are present in the shear layer between the IRZ and injected gas stream. Meier et al. (2006)
have suggested that the local flame extinction and ignition delay may be the factors leading
to formation of the partially reacted mixtures. A subsequent experiment by Boxx et al.
(2013) on flame B seems to show that the flame wrinkling processes are more common
than the auto-ignition events in this flame.
The operating condition of flame A is investigated in this numerical study as its power
output is representative of a combustor used in aerospace applications. At these inlet condi-
tions, Weigand et al. (2006) reported that this flame does not demonstrate thermo-acoustics
instability. Besides the reacting case, the isothermal counterpart of flame A was also com-
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puted with LES to assess the meshing requirement for the swirler and plenum. Aside from
the lack of reaction, the non-reacting case also differs from flame A by having air injected
through both inlet nozzles. The mass flow rate through the central air nozzle and the annu-
lar fuel nozzle, are the same as the values utilized by Widenhorn et al. (2009b): 19.74 g/s
and 1.256 g/s, respectively.
In the numerical study of Widenhorn et al. (2009b), an isothermal flow through the
combustor is investigated with the unsteady RANS and scale adaptive simulation (SAS)
methods. Both approaches are able to predict the flow features within the combustor, but the
results of the SAS calculation show better agreement with the experimental measurements.
Subsequently, Widenhorn et al. (2009a) have utilized the SAS approach with a hybrid EDM
and one-step chemistry combustion model and the results also show good agreement with
the experiment in lower region of the combustion chamber.
4.2.2 Computational Setup
4.2.2.1 Computational Meshes
The Computer Aided Drawing (CAD) of the GTMC has been made available to us by the
experimental group at DLR. In the global Cartesian coordinate system used in the CAD,
y represents the axial direction of the burner while x and z are directions parallel to the
sides of the combustor chamber. h is defined as the axial distance from the burner face.
Gaps found in the combustor assembly have been cleaned up in order to extract the in-
ternal fluid volume (shown in Fig.4.2b) within the combustor assembly. A skeletal mesh
for this fluid volume is created using a block-structured strategy so that it entirely consists
of hexahedral elements. Then, the computational meshes are obtained by locally refining
the skeletal mesh in regions of the GTMC that are deemed to be crucial for predicting the
flow field accurately. Application of local refinement to the mesh can lead to elements that
are no longer purely hexahedral. Specifically, hanging nodes are present along the inter-
faces between regions of different refinement level. The spatial discretization technique
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Number of elements ( in million )
Mesh name Plenum Swirlers Combustion chamber Total
I1 0.5 6 1.5 8
I2 2 10 5 17
I3 2 20 21 43
R1 3 10 6 19
T1 0 10 5 15
Table 4.2: Element distribution for the meshes used for the isothermal simulations (I1 ,I2,
I3), reacting simulations (R1) and truncated geometry simulations (T1) of the GTMC.
(see Sec. 4.1.3.1) used in the VIDA solver is applicable to the hanging nodes as the dual
elements remain well-defined.
Starting from the skeletal mesh, three meshes of increasing element counts are con-
structed for the isothermal simulation using the local refinement procedure. The number of
elements for the three meshes and their distributions in the combustor are summarized in
Tab. 4.2. As shown in Tab. 4.2, most of the elements are located in the swirler region of the
GTMC. The criterion for refinement is based on the simulation results and is discussed in
Sec. 4.3.4. Furthermore, the significant refinement of elements in the swirlers can also be
seen in Fig. 4.3, showing the z = 0 planar cuts of the meshes I2 and I3.
In addition to the full geometry of the combustor, we have also considered a truncated
burner geometry. Sections of the GTMC have been removed to perform a parametric study
on the mass flow rate splits between the two swirlers. This modified burner geometry is
shown in Fig. 4.4a along with the corresponding mesh in Fig. 4.4b. From Fig. 4.4a, it can
seen that the region starting from the plenum and ending at the entrance of the swirler vanes
has been removed in the truncated burner geometry. Nevertheless, the combustor chamber
is left unchanged here. The mesh that is utilized for the simulations of the modified burner
is essentially a shortened version of mesh R1.
For the reacting simulations, the meshes that were used for isothermal simulation have
inadequate resolution in the combustion chamber to resolve the reaction zones. Moreover,
the mixing of fuel and air near the fuel injector needs to be resolved for the accurate predic-
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(a) Mesh I2. (b) Swirler section of mesh I2.
(c) Mesh I3. (d) Swirler section of mesh I3.
Figure 4.3: Meshes I2 and I3 shown as whole on the left and a view of each mesh on the
right to illustrate the grid refinement in the swirler section.
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(a) Fluid volume of the trun-
cated burner.
(b) Mesh T1.
Figure 4.4: 3D rendering of the (a) truncated burner geometry and (b) mesh T1 shown as a
whole
tion of the partially premixed flames. These two regions of the combustor need to be refined
over the isothermal meshes. Based on this requirement, mesh R1 has been generated for
the reacting simulations and its characteristics are summarized in Tab. 4.2. The planar cut
of the mesh at z = 0 is shown in Fig. 4.5 to illustrate the increased element density in the
two aforementioned regions.
4.2.2.2 Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions that require consideration in the GTMC simulations are the burner
walls, fuel and air inlets, and the outlet. At the burner walls, the no-slip condition is en-
forced for the velocities while the Neumann boundary condition is imposed for the trans-
ported scalars. In a reacting flow, the enforcement of Neumann boundary condition for
scalars at wall boundaries corresponds to adiabatic walls. This is due to the utilization of
adiabatic flamelet models in the simulations. The sub-grid variances of the mixture fraction
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Figure 4.5: Detailed view of mesh R1, showing the increased element density near the fuel
injector and the refinement region inside the combustor chamber.
and progress variable, if required by the combustion model, are set to zero at the walls.
Non-fluctuating uniform profiles are employed to describe the velocity normal the to
inlet boundaries. The magnitudes of the normal velocity are determined by the mass-flow
rate mentioned in Sec. 4.2.1. At the inlets, all scalars except for the mixture fraction are
set to zero. The mixture fraction is unity at the fuel inlet and is zero at the air inlet. In the
experiment, the fuel is injected into the combustor through a ring of 72 orifices. However,
the fuel inlet is simplified to a continuous annular ring in the simulation as the orifices are
sufficiently close to each other.
A convective outflow condition is imposed at the outlet of the combustor to ensure that
combustion products can be convected out of the simulation domain. In this treatment of
the outlet, an convection equation of the state variables φ is solved at the outlet instead of
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the governing equations in Eq. (2.45). The convection equation is
∂φ̃
∂t
+ ũc · ∇φ̃ = 0, (4.48)
ũc = ucn̂, (4.49)
where uc is the convective speed. The convection speed is evaluated as the average of
normal velocity at the outlet. In addition, the outgoing velocity at the outlet is corrected to
enforce strict mass balance in the simulation.
4.2.2.3 Chemistry Table Generation
To generate the non-premixed flamelets needed to populate the FPV library, the GRI-
MECH 2.11 chemistry mechanism (Bowman et al., 1997) has been utilized in the FLAMEMAS-
TER solver (Pitsch, 1998). The flamelets are solved on 161 grid points in mixture fraction
space at a pressure of 1 bar. The boundary conditions for the fuel and oxidizer streams are
specified to be methane and air at 300K, respectively. Using these non-premixed flamelets,
a 3D FPV table is generated and the size of the table is summarized in Tab. 4.3. Also
shown in Tab. 4.3 is the size of the table of extended FPV model (FPV-Cvar). This table
is generated with the same set of flamelets but it is 4 dimensional. Due to the larger space
that the table needs to span, the number of entries for the variance variables is reduced to
keep the table size within the memory limitation of the computers.
The same flamelet solver and chemistry mechanism are also employed to generate the
premixed flamelets needed for the application of the F-TACLES model. The premixed
flamelets are solved in the physical space and 200 grid points are utilized for the spatial
discretization in the premixed flamelet solver. The temperature and pressure of the unburnt
mixture are 300 K and 1 bar, respectively. The filter size for the F-TACLES model used
this study is 4× 10−3m which is approximately 10 times of the flame thickness of the stoi-
chiometric premixed flame for methane-air combustion. The table size for the F-TACLES
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Flamelet Model NZ̃ NZ̃′′2 NC̃ NC̃′′2
FPV 200 50 200 –
FPV-Cvar 200 10 200 20
F-TACLES 200 50 200 –
Table 4.3: The sizes of chemistry libraries used in the LES of the GTMC for the FPV,
FPV-Cvar and F-TACLES models.
table is shown Tab. 4.3.
4.3 Isothermal Flow Results
LES simulations of isothermal condition described in Sec. 4.2.1 are performed on meshes
I1, I2, and I3. LES on the three meshes have been calculated using the Vreman turbulence
model. The WALE model is also considered in a LES on mesh I2 to assess the sensitivity
of this configuration to the turbulence model. The time-step size of these LES calculations
is chosen so that the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition is close to unity for each
mesh. The initial conditions for the LES calculations are obtained by interpolating from the
coarser mesh solution. To ensure that the coarser mesh solution is removed from the current
simulation, collection of temporal statistics in the LES begins after one flow-through-time
after initialization. Note that the flow-through-time of the full combustor, computed from
the simulation, is approximately 0.03 s.
4.3.1 Flow Field Structure
The planar mean axial velocity fields at z = 0 for the LES computations with the Vreman
model on mesh I1, I2, and I3 are shown in Fig. 4.6. Overall, these computations are able to
reproduce flow field features observed in the experiment. Specifically, the injector stream
from the swirlers is initially separated but re-attaches at the wall at a location further down-
stream. As a result of this flow separation, an ORZ is formed in the lower corner of the
combustion chamber. The vortex breakdown phenomena, induced by the sudden expansion
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of the outer swirler nozzle wall, leads to the formation of an IRZ. This IRZ can be seen
as a Y-shaped region of negative axial velocity in Fig. 4.6. In short, the flow field within
the combustion chamber is characterized by the IRZ, ORZ, and injector stream sandwiched
between the recirculation zones.
The precessing vortex core (PVC) can also be seen in the solutions of the LES. The
PVC is illustrated in Fig. 4.7a with an iso-surface of pressure. A planar cut of the veloc-
ity magnitude field is shown along with the pressure iso-surface to show that the PVC is
located in the shear layer between the IRZ and the injection stream. The PVC is a heli-
cal hydrodynamic instability that swirling flow is susceptible to (Candel et al., 2014). In
the linear stability analysis by Oberleithner et al. (2011), this helical instability mode is
shown to be absolute unstable. As discussed in Chap. 3, this type of instability can be
self-sustaining such that it would prevail even after the triggering perturbations have been
removed from the flow. The frequency of the PVC in simulations can be obtained by exam-
ining the frequency spectrum of the velocity signal at a point-wise location in the swirler
nozzle. The data for spectral analysis are collected from the simulation at sampling rate
of 100 kHz for a duration of 0.0135s. The frequency spectrum, illustrated in Fig. 4.7b, is
computed by applying Fourier transformation on the instantaneous signal with the mean
component removed. This frequency spectrum clearly shows a peak at 1628 Hz, which
is the frequency of the PVC and it is consistent with the experimental measurement at a
similar mass flow rate (Stöhr et al., 2012).
4.3.2 Statistical Comparison
The statistics for each simulation are collected every time iteration for at least one flow-
through-time to ensure sufficient convergence of statistical moments on measurement lo-
cations lower than h = 20 mm. The temporally averaged velocity results computed from
simulations and the corresponding experimental measurements are shown in Fig. 4.8. Over-
all, the LES results on meshes I2 and I3 are in good agreement with the experimental data.
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(a) Mean axial velocity on mesh
I1.
(b) Mean axial velocity on mesh
I2.
(c) Mean axial velocity on mesh
I3.
Figure 4.6: Mean axial velocity on (a) mesh I1, (b) mesh I2, and (c) mesh I3. The iso-line
of zero axial velocity is shown as an indicator of recirculation zones.
(a) Precessing vortex core
















(b) Frequency spectrum of axial velocity at h =
−1.5mm and x = −5mm
Figure 4.7: PVC visualization by pressure iso-surface (a) and the frequency spectrum (b)
showing peak corresponding to the PVC.
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However, the LES calculation on the mesh I1 yields an axial velocity profile that is shifted
slightly outward in the radial direction at h = 20 mm. Nevertheless, the time-averaged
LES predictions tend to approach the results of the experiments with increasing mesh res-
olution. At the last measurement plane of h = 90 mm, some discrepancies can be seen in
the mean velocity profiles as the statistics might not have converged in time. Excluding this
location, this comparison generally shows that the mean results are mostly grid-converged
on the refined mesh of I3.
Figure 4.9 shows the resolved root mean squared (rms) statistics of velocity predictions
by LES calculations in comparison with experimental measurements. At measurement lo-
cations h = 10 mm and h = 20 mm, the velocity fluctuations obtained from LES calcula-
tions on meshes I2 and I3 show excellent agreement with experimental measurements. The
LES results on mesh I1 over-predict the fluctuations of velocity at the centerline of these
measurement locations. For locations of h ≤ 5 mm, the peaks of velocity fluctuations are
slightly over-predicted by the LES calculations. The predictions of the rms velocity at the
centerline show improvements with grid refinement but the velocity fluctuations around
x = ±15 mm remain high even after grid refinement.
The over-prediction of velocity fluctuations may be attributed to the lower turbulent
eddy viscosity computed with the Vreman turbulence model. To verify this hypothesis,
we consider an additional LES computation which utilizes the WALE model. This LES
calculation yields turbulent viscosity that is overall higher than the previous cases. This
can be seen from the evaluation of the LES quality indicator discussed in Sec. 4.3.4. As a
result, the rms velocity profiles are generally lower in this simulation. Thus, better agree-
ment with experimentally measured fluctuations is obtained at h = 2.5 mm and h = 5 mm.
However, the more diffusive nature of this model also leads to slight under-prediction of
velocity fluctuations further downstream. Moreover, the agreement of mean velocities with
experimental measurements is degraded with the utilization of the WALE model. Specif-















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































this corresponds to delayed re-attachment of the injector stream to the chamber wall. As a
result, the ORZ becomes larger while the IRZ becomes smaller.
4.3.3 Swirl Number and Mass Flow Rate Split
Statistical comparisons, shown in Sec. 4.3.2, are mostly restricted to the flow field inside
the combustion chamber but the flow conditions upstream can be crucial in determining
the flow dynamics inside the chamber. The split of air mass flow rate between the inner
and outer swirlers is characterized. In order to quantify the differences in the upstream
conditions for the simulations considered here, we analyze the mass flow rate split between





where ṁin and ṁout are the mass flow rates through the inner and outer swirler, respec-
tively.
The swirl number is a characterization of the degree of swirl in a flow and is a crucial
parameter in the investigations of swirling flows. When first introduced by Chigier & Beér









ρ (U2 + P ) dA
, (4.51)
where Htg is the tangential momentum flux, Hax is the axial momentum flux, r is the radial
position, R is the outer radius, W is the azimuthal velocity, U is the axial velocity, and p
is pressure. Due to the difficulty in obtaining static pressure measurements to calculate the
axial momentum in the swirl generators, this ratio was simplified by Beér & Chigier (1972)
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Swirl number
Mesh Turbulence Model ṁr Inner Outer Total
I1 Vreman 1.51 0.422 0.945 0.714
I2 Vreman 1.44 0.396 0.903 0.671
I3 Vreman 1.50 0.400 0.904 0.676
I2 WALE 1.27 0.371 0.823 0.600
Table 4.4: The swirl numbers and mass flow rate ratios of LES calculations on mesh I1, I2,
and I3.








The swirl number corresponding to each swirler has been evaluated individually at h =
−5.5 mm. This location lies below the fuel injectors where the inner and outer swirler
streams have yet to be merged. By computing the swirl numbers separately for each stream,
the inner and outer swirl numbers can be obtained. The total swirler number is evaluated at
h = 4.5 mm where the flow has merged into a single stream of mixture.
The swirl numbers and mass flow rate ratios of the isothermal simulations are shown
in Tab. 4.4. The table shows that the LES calculations on meshes I2 and I3 predict similar
swirl numbers but the ṁr of the LES solution on mesh I2 is lower than that of mesh I3.
Although the simulations on meshes I1 and I3 predict similar ṁr, the swirl numbers are
higher in mesh I1. As the vortex breakdown dynamics can be dependent on the degree of
swirl of a flow (Billant et al., 1998), the higher swirl number may explain the larger IRZ
predicted by the simulation on mesh I1.
The simulation computed with the WALE model shows a considerably lower mass flow
rate ratio and swirl numbers than the other simulations. The lower mass flow rate ratio
indicates a higher mass flow rate through the inner swirler. This may lead to a total lower
swirl number as the inner swirler seems to generate less swirl. Moreover, the individual
swirl numbers of the two swirlers are generally lower for this simulation. These visible
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differences in the upstream conditions may be the reason for the shifted mean flow profiles.
The effects of the mass flow split on the flow field inside the combustion chamber are
further investigated in Sec. 4.3.5.
4.3.4 LES Quality
Pope (2004) proposed a criterion to evaluate the quality of LES calculations. This criterion
M(x, t), referred to as Pope’s criterion, is defined as
M(x, t) =
kr(x, t)
K(x, t) + kr(x, t)
, (4.53)
where K(x, t) is the resolved turbulent kinetic energy and kr(x, t) is the turbulent kinetic
energy captured by the turbulence model. The value of M is bounded between 0 and 1,
and M = 0 corresponds to a fully resolved simulation (DNS) while M = 1 corresponds a
simulation in which the turbulence is fully modeled, e.g. RANS.
The resolved turbulent kinetic energy can be obtained in LES by evaluating the tem-
poral statistics of velocity, but kr is usually approximated using models. By dimensional







νt can be evaluated with the same sub-grid scale turbulence models mentioned in Sec. 4.1.1,
and Ck is a model coefficient.
If νt is obtained using the classical Smagorinsky model (see Eq. (4.2)), then kr can
approximated as
kr = 2CI∆
2 ‖S̃‖2 , (4.55)
where CI is a model constant that can range from 1π2 to 0.01 (Sagaut, 2006). This ap-
proximation is commonly used in compressible LES to model terms in the energy equa-
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where Cs is the Smagorinsky model constant. Assuming CI is 1π2 and Cs is 0.2, Ck is
approximately 0.089, which is close to the value computed by Yoshizawa (1986).
Pope’s criterion for all isothermal LES calculations are computed with Eq.(4.53) and
the planar fields of this quantity at z = 0 are shown in Fig. 4.10. In addition, the iso-
value lines of the threshold M = 0.2 are shown in Fig. 4.10 to delineate the region in the
combustor where the large scale turbulence is well-resolved and where it is not. This cutoff
value was suggested by Pope (2004) and later adopted by Boudier et al. (2007) as a metric
to assess the quality of LES.
Overall, the computed values of Pope’s criterion in the LES calculations with the Vre-
man model, are mostly below 0.2 in the interior of the combustion chamber and swirlers.
However, this metric also indicates that there is more unresolved turbulence fluctuation
near the centerline of the inner swirler nozzle. This is due to the strong rotation of the flow
in this area and the tendency of the Vreman model to overestimate the turbulent viscosity
in solid body rotation flows (Nicoud et al., 2011). Nevertheless, the grid refinement of this
region in mesh I3 seems to reduce Pope’s criterion to below threshold.
Pope’s criterion is also evaluated for the simulation with the WALE model and is shown
in Fig. 4.10. In comparison to the LES with the Vreman model on the same mesh, this LES
calculation clearly predicts higher turbulent viscosity. This may indicate that more tur-
bulent fluctuations are resolved in the simulations utilizing the Vreman model However,
the comparison with the experimental measurements in Sec. 4.3.2 shows that the Vreman
model seems to under-predict the turbulent viscosity. The lower estimation of eddy viscos-
ity by the Vreman model can lead to lower values of kr, and hence more a favorable field of
M . Moreover, the study of Nicoud et al. (2011) seems to suggest that the model coefficient
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for the Vreman model should be higher than the value used in this study.
The near wall mesh resolution is another metric of the LES mesh quality. To character-
ize the mesh resolution at the walls of the GTMC, the non-dimensionalized wall distances







where ∆ywall is the distance from the first interior node to the wall. ut is the wall tangential
velocity, η denotes the wall normal direction coordinate, and ν is kinematic viscosity. In
order to resolve the turbulent boundary layers, the near-wall mesh needs to be sufficiently
fine such that ∆y+ ≈ O(1).
The approximations of ∆y+ are evaluated on the walls of mesh I3 and the spatial evolu-
tion of the mean, minimum value and maximum values are shown in Fig. 4.11 as function
of y. Special care has been taken to ensure that ∆y+ is of order unity at the interface section
between swirler and the combustion chamber. The separation of flow that occurs at this lo-
cation is responsible for the formation of the ORZ so it is imperative for the simulation to
resolve the boundary layer on the walls here. Other than this region of the combustor, the
mean of ∆y+ is approximately O(10), indicating insufficient wall resolution. A wall re-
solved LES of the GTMC will require a mesh size significantly larger than mesh I3, which
is beyond the scope of the current work.
4.3.5 Truncated Combustor
In Sec. 4.3.3, the mass flow rate split between the two swirlers is identified as a possible
factor in determining the characteristics of the recirculation zones in the combustor. To this
end, we consider LES computations of the truncated burner (shown in Fig. 4.4a) where the
mass flow rates through each swirler can be independently varied. Five different mass flow
rate ratios, summarized in Tab. 4.5, have been investigated in this study in order to elucidate
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(a) Pope’s criterion of LES on mesh I1. (b) Pope’s criterion of LES on mesh I2.
(c) Pope’s criterion of LES on mesh I3. (d) Pope’s criterion of LES with WALE model
on mesh I2
Figure 4.10: Pope’s criterion field of LES calculations. Black lines indicate the constant
value of M = 0.2.
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Figure 4.11: Minimum, maximum and mean of ∆y+ evaluated at the wall for mesh I3 as a
function of axial location h.
the effects of this parameter on the flow field inside combustion chamber.
The mean axial velocity field for the five simulations of different ṁr are shown in
Fig. 4.12. In the simulations of ṁr ≤ 1.4, the injector stream separates from the outer
swirler nozzle. With increasing mass flow rate to the outer swirler, the separated flows
re-attach to the combustor chamber at locations closer to the bottom wall. For cases of
ṁr ≥ 3.0, the flow almost never separates from the wall, thus eliminating the ORZ. This
finding is consistent with the experimental work of Allison (2013) in which the swirler
passage was blocked off to investigate the variation of the flame shape. A V-shaped flame
was observed in the experiment when the outer swirler was blocked while a flat flame could
be obtained by impeding the flow through the inner swirler.
To quantify the effect of mass flow split between the swirlers, swirl numbers are evalu-
ated as described in Sec. 4.3.3 and are shown in Tab. 4.5. With the exception of the limiting
cases of ṁr = 0 and ṁr = ∞, the swirl number of each swirler is relatively insensitive to
the variation of mass flow rates. Since the geometry of the swirlers is fixed in this study, it
is expected that the degree of swirl imparted by the swirlers remain unchanged. However,
the total swirl number of the flow is increased when more air is flowing through the outer
swirler. A comparison of the swirl numbers for each swirler reveals that the outer swirler
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seems to generate more swirl than the inner swirler. Hence, a mass flow rate split that
favors the outer swirler can lead to a larger total swirl number.
Previous studies on swirling flow (Gupta et al., 1984; Beér & Chigier, 1972) have
shown that the increase in the strength of swirl can cause a flow transition from a sepa-
rated swirling jet (Type B flow) into a wall jet (Type C flow). In the truncated geometry
of GTMC, the increase in total swirl number is also correlated with the transition to an
attached flow. Hence, this flow behavior elucidated through LES is consistent with the
finding of previous work of Beér & Chigier (1972). In summary, the mass flow rate split
can affect the flow field within the combustor chamber by changing the total swirl number
of the flow.
Swirl number
ṁr Inner Outer Total
0.0 0.420 0.000 0.407
1.0 0.401 0.945 0.593
1.3 0.397 0.903 0.686
3.0 0.414 0.904 0.869
∞ 0.000 0.951 0.961
Table 4.5: Swirl numbers of the truncated burner simulations.
4.4 A Priori Study of Flamelet Models
Since the GTMC operates in a partially premixed combustion mode, we have performed an
a priori analysis on the experimental measurements to verify whether the premixed or non-
premixed flamelets are able to span the thermo-chemical states measured in experiment.
To this end, the flamelet tabulation shown in Eq.(2.29) and Eq.(2.31) are applied to the
mixture fraction and progress variable values obtained from the experiment of Weigand
et al. (2006).
Using the experimental measurements of mixture fraction and progress variable, each
sample of Raman spectroscopy is projected onto different flamelet manifolds, and thermo-
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(a) Mean v field of ṁr = 0.0. (b) Mean v field of ṁr = 1.0. (c) Mean v field of ṁr = 1.4.
(d) Mean v field of ṁr = 3.0. (e) Mean v field of ṁr =∞.
Figure 4.12: The mean axial velocity of the truncated burner simulations at different mass
flow rate split between the swirlers. Shown in figures are also the iso-line of v = 0 to
indicate separation and re-attachment of flow.
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chemical quantities are evaluated using the respective flamelet table. To ease comparison,
the thermo-chemical quantities are statistically conditioned on the mixture fraction. The
conditional values are calculated for the measurements as well as for quantities derived
from the flamelet solutions. The conditional averages of temperature, YCO, YH2O, and YCH4
at several axial locations are shown in Fig.4.13 for comparison.
Overall, Fig.4.13 shows that both the premixed and non-premixed flamelets are ade-
quate in capturing the thermo-chemical states measured in the experiment. Specifically,
the temperatures that are retrieved from the flamelet library are in good agreement with the
measurements. The same trend is observed for YH2O and YCH4 but the derived values of YCO
are slightly higher than the measurements at locations of h ≥ 30mm. This over-prediction
may be attributed to be the faster consumption of fuel in the flamelet models. Nevertheless,
this a priori investigation seems to suggest that both non-premixed and premixed flamelets
can be reasonable models for the combustion process in flame A.
4.5 Reacting Flow Results
The flame A operating condition of the GTMC is computed with LES on the mesh R1.
Three flamelet combustion models, FPV, FPV-Cvar, and F-TACLES are considered in this
study. The WALE turbulence model is utilized in these LES calculations of the GTMC
as the Vreman model assumes a divergence free velocity field in its derivation. The ini-
tial conditions for these simulations are the isothermal solution on mesh I2 ignited and
time-advanced for at least two isothermal flow-through-times with the FPV model. The
evaluation of statistics in LES calculations that utilize combustion models other than FPV
begins after two flow-through-time in order to remove the FPV solution from the simula-
tion domain. The statistics are collected for all simulations for a time period of 0.03s. In
addition, the time-step sizes of these simulations are limited to 6× 10−7s in order to ensure
the CFL condition is within the order of unity.
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Figure 4.13: Thermo-chemical quantities, conditioned on the mixture fraction space, ob-
tained with the application of the flamelet models on the Raman measurements of Weigand
et al. (2006) and Meier et al. (2006).
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(a) Mean axial velocity field. (b) Mean mixture fraction field.
Figure 4.14: Mean results at z = 0 of the LES utilizing the F-TACLES model. (a) Mean
axial velocity field is overlaid with PIV measurement in a box on the left; iso-line of zero
axial velocity is shown to indicate recirculation zones. (b) The mean mixture fraction
field is shown with the iso-line of global mixture fraction and axial locations for statistical
comparison.
4.5.1 Flow Field Structure
The mean axial velocity and mixture fraction fields of the LES utilizing the F-TACLES
model are shown in Fig. 4.14. Overall, this flame A simulation retains most of the flow
features found in the isothermal simulations. The injector stream is still separated from the
combustor walls initially, resulting in a ORZ. The reacting swirling flow in the combustor
also experiences vortex breakdown, leading to the formation of IRZ. The mean mixture
fraction field, illustrated in Fig. 4.14b, shows that the gas mixture in the IRZ is richer than
the mixture in the ORZ. Specifically, mixture fraction within the IRZ is higher than the
global mixture fraction (shown in Fig. 4.14b). On the other hand, the mixture in the ORZ
is mostly leaner than the global equivalence ratio.
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4.5.2 Mean and Root Mean Squared Statistics
The x profiles of the time-averaged velocity for all reacting LES calculations are shown in
Fig. 4.15 along with the experimental measurements. Regardless of the underlying com-
bustion models, the LES predictions are in overall reasonable agreement with the experi-
ment. However, the magnitude of the reverse flow along the centerline is over-predicted by
all three LES calculations at locations h ≤ 10mm. This stronger reverse flow manifests
as an more elongated IRZ at the flame base. This is further supported by the lower LES
prediction of radial velocity at h ≤ 10mm. The stronger reverse flow and more extended
IRZ can also be seen in the comparison of the computed mean axial velocity field with
the PIV measurement in Fig. 4.14a. The longer IRZ may be attributed to the higher flame
temperature in the ORZ predicted in the simulations, an assertion discussed in following
comparison of thermo-chemical quantities. Despite that, the resolved velocity fluctuations
of LES, illustrated in Fig. 4.16 , show good agreement with the experimental results. More-
over, the comparison of results for the different LES calculations seems to reveal little or
no sensitivity of the velocity fluctuations to the variation in the combustion model.
Fig. 4.17 shows the temporal average of the mixture fraction and temperature profiles
along x at several axial measurement locations. Overall, the mixture fraction profiles of the
LES calculations are in reasonable agreement with the experimental measurements. Since
the mixture fraction transport is mostly controlled by advection and diffusion, the good
agreement of velocity predictions with measurements also translates to predictions of the
mixture fraction that agree with experimental results. However, the mean mixture fraction
values near the axis center are slightly over-predicted by the LES calculations at h = 5 mm.
The longer IRZ predicted by the simulation recirculates more rich mixture into the inner
swirler nozzle, hence leading to the slightly higher mixture fraction at the centerline. As
a result, the mean thermal-chemical quantities near the centerline of the simulations also
deviates slightly from the experimental measurements.
For most axial locations, Fig. 4.17 shows that the mean temperature profiles of LES
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agree reasonably with the experiment. At h = 5 mm, the mean temperature profiles show
little variation between combustion models. For x ≥ 20 mm at h = 5 mm, the mean
temperature profiles obtained from the simulations are slightly higher than the temperature
measurement of experiment. This can be attributed to the wall heat loss in the ORZ as the
flow is in close vicinity to the walls. Since the adiabatic flamelet models are utilized in this
work, the reduction in temperature due to heat loss is not captured in the simulations. This
slight over-prediction of temperature at near-wall locations seems to extend up to h = 30
mm. The higher temperature in the ORZ may play a role in causing a more elongated IRZ
in the simulations but further verification of this claim requires the consideration of wall
heat loss effect, which is beyond the scope of this work.
With the exception of YH2 , insensitivity to the combustion model can also be seen for the
mean profile of most species mass fractions at h = 5 mm. The mean YH2 profile at h = 5
mm is over-predicted by the F-TACLES model. This may be attributed the lack of diffusion
of the hydrogen gas in the mixture fraction space as the individual premixed flamelets do
not interact with each other in the premixed flamelet model. As the mixture becomes
more homogeneous further downstream, the agreement of the predicted YH2 profiles with
experimental measurement improve significantly.
At locations downstream of h = 5 mm, the differences in temperature profiles between
the premixed and non-premixed models are more apparent. In the ORZ where heat loss
effect is non-negligible, the temperature predictions of F-TACLES model shows slightly
better agreement with experimental results. Within the IRZ, the temperature prediction by
the F-TACLES model is generally higher than that of non-premixed models. Besides that,
the utilization of F-TACLES model in the LES also yields mean YCO values that are lower
than experimental measurement.
In comparison to the FPV model, the FPV-Cvar model is able to predict temperature
and species mass fraction profiles that show better agreement with the experimental mea-
surements. The mean results of the FPV-Cvar model generally lie between the predictions
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of the FPV and the F-TACLES models. This is expected as Meier et al. (2006) suggested
that local extinction and ignition can be important in the GTMC. The sub-grid scale fluctu-
ations of the reaction progress are accounted for in the FPV-Cvar model with the presumed
PDF closure of C while the F-TACLES utilized a premixed flame wrinkling model to cap-
ture this phenomenon. The FPV model does not employ any treatment of sub-grid scale
fluctuations of reaction progress.
At the final measurement location of h = 90 mm, where the flow has reached chemistry
equilibrium, the LES results are in excellent agreement with the experimental measure-
ments. Despite the minor difference at locations upstream of h = 90 mm, the predicted
thermo-chemical state is virtually identical for all combustion models. This may indicate
that the major chemical species and temperature in the exhaust of GTMC may be insen-
sitive to the combustion model used. However, combustion exhaust measurements are
usually used to validate of numerical codes in more realistic gas turbine combustor. Good
agreement with experimental measurements of the exhaust gas may not guarantee that com-
bustion dynamics inside the combustor are well-predicted by numerical simulations.
The resolved rms fluctuations of the temperature, mixture fraction, and the mass frac-
tion of some chemical species are shown Fig.4.18. Overall, the fluctuations of the mixture
fraction are well-predicted by the LES calculations. Similarly, the temperature fluctuations
of the simulations, although slightly higher at h = 20 mm and 30 mm, are in reasonable
agreement with that of the Raman measurements. With the exception of the hydrogen
species, the rms profiles of species mass fractions fluctuations tend to follow the experi-
mental results. The over-prediction of mean YH2 by the premixed model has resulted in
higher rms fluctuations of this species mass fraction. The non-premixed models, which
do not suffer from this issue, show better agreement with the experiment in terms of the















































Figure 4.15: Comparison of the mean velocity for flame A simulations with experimental
data at the cut-plane of z = 0. v is the axial velocity while u, w represent the radial velocity





















































Figure 4.16: Comparison of the resolved root mean squared (rms) of velocity for flame
A simulations with experimental data at the cut-plane of z = 0. v is the axial velocity
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of mean thermo-chemical quantities for flame A simulations with
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of resolved rms of thermo-chemical variables for flame A simu-
lations with experimental data at several axial locations on the cut-plane of z = 0.
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4.5.3 Conditional Statistics
The spatial mean and rms profile of the thermo-chemical variable can be highly susceptible
to flow field effects. Although the velocity profiles of LES are in good agreement with those
measured in experiment, the longer IRZ seems to affect the distribution of mixture fraction.
To isolate the effect of combustion models, statistics conditioned to the mixture fraction
are computed for the simulation and experimental results. Moreover, the conditional data
is evaluated separately at three different ranges of x to delineate the IRZ, injector stream
and ORZ.
The conditional mean of temperature and the mass fraction of CO, H2O, and O2 at h =
5 mm and h = 10 mm are shown in Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20, respectively. For axial locations
greater than h = 10 mm, the conditional data converge to the mean results due to the lack
of variation in mixture fraction. At both axial locations where the conditional statistics can
be meaningful, the characteristics of the results are very similar, so no distinction is made
between the two locations in the following comparison.
In Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20, the conditional mean profiles in the leftmost column cor-
respond to that of the IRZ whereas those in the middle column correspond to the injector
stream. The rightmost column shows profiles that are generated from data within the ORZ.
With this in mind, the comparison with experimental data reveals that the peaks of the
predicted conditional temperature are shifted towards a richer mixture in the IRZ. This
shift may be attributed to the distribution bias of the mixture fraction to the richer mixture
in the simulations. In the injector stream, the conditional results of FPV-Cvar show the
best agreement with the experimental measurements. In contrast, the F-TACLES model
predicts a slightly higher conditional temperatures, while the FPV model predicts slightly
lower conditional temperatures.
In the ORZ, the conditional mean temperature profiles of the simulations appear to be
shifted to the leaner mixture when compared to the experimental measurements. In addi-
tion, the peak temperature measured in the experiment is also lower than the simulations
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of measured (black lines) and calculated conditional mean of
temperature and the mass fraction of selected species at h = 5 mm and |x| = 0–6 mm,
7–10 mm and 11–30 mm for flame A. Scatter plots of the experiment data are shown in the
background.
predictions. The wall heat loss in the ORZ is likely to be the cause of the lower peak
temperature measured in experiment. Moreover, the mixtures near the walls tend to be
leaner so the heat loss mostly occurs in the lower mixture fraction. This may shift the peak
temperature to a higher mixture fraction value. Therefore, a non-adiabatic extension of
the flamelet models needs to be able to account for these effects in order to yield better
predictions than the adiabatic models considered in this study.
4.5.4 CH and OH Fields
The combustion models show better agreement with the experiment measurements in the a
priori analysis than in the comparison between the a posteriori LES results and the exper-
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of measured (black lines) and calculated conditional mean of
temperature and the mass fraction of selected species at h = 10 mm and |x| = 0–8 mm,
9–12 mm and 13–30 mm for flame A. Scatter plots of the experiment data are shown in the
background.
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imental results. This is expected as the a priori analysis does not consider the accuracy of
the modeled chemical source terms, The chemical source terms are crucial in determining
the characteristics of the reaction zone, which is beyond the scope of the a priori analysis.
Moreover, none of the chemical species concentrations obtained from Raman spectroscopy
can be indicative of the reaction zone. Therefore, PLIF measurements of the CH and OH
fields (Weigand et al., 2006) are used in this study to examine the predicted reaction zone
in LES. These two chemical species are radicals in combustion and are produced in the
reaction zone. The CH radical has a shorter life time so it is generally restricted to the
reaction zone while the OH species decays more slowly and its life-time may extend to the
post reaction state.
As PLIF measurements generally do not yield quantitative data, the comparison of the
CH and OH fields is more qualitative. The averaged PLIF measurement of CH, shown in
Fig. 4.21d, is V-shaped and its highest peak is offset from centerline. Fig. 4.21c shows the
mean CH field of the LES utilizing the F-TACLES model. In generally, the shape and the
peak of the mean CH field are well reproduced by this simulation. The mean CH results
of the non-premixed models, shown in Fig. 4.21a and Fig. 4.21b, are also V-shaped but
their CH peaks are located at the centerline. This slight difference in the predictions by the
combustion models is further discussed in the following section.
The PLIF measurements of OH are shown in Fig. 4.21d. The region of high OH con-
centration, as with CH, is V-shaped too. The PLIF measurements also indicate lower OH
concentration in the injector’s stream. This characteristic of the OH field can also be seen
in the results of the LES calculations with the non-premixed models. However, the sim-
ulation utilizing the F-TACLES model predicts a region of low OH concentration that is
shorter than that was measured in experiment.
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(a) Mean field of YOH and YCH for FPV simula-
tion.
(b) Mean field of YOH and YCH for FPV-Cvar
simulation.
(c) Mean field of YOH and YCH for F-TACLES
simulation.
(d) Mean field of YOH and YCH PLIF signal.
Figure 4.21: Mean field of YOH (left) and YCH (right) for simulations with different com-
bustion models and PLIF measurements.
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4.5.5 Flame Index
To characterize partially premixed combustion, Yamashita et al. (1996) suggested a flame
index to determine if the local combustion process resembles premixed flam or non-premixed
flame. The Takeno flame index is based on the alignment of the gradient of fuel mass frac-
tion with the gradient of oxidizer mass fraction. In this study, the Takeno flame index is
evaluated as
F.I. =
∇YCH4 · ∇YO2∣∣∇YCH4∣∣ ∣∣∇YO2∣∣ . (4.58)
The flame index is set to zero when the gradient evaluation of the species mass fractions
in the denominator yields zero. In principle, a flame index value of 1 indicates a premixed
flame while a flame index value of −1 suggests a non-premixed flame.
The Takeno flame index is calculated for the LES calculations utilizing FPV, FPV-Cvar,
and F-TACLES models and the results are shown in Fig. 4.22. Independent of the combus-
tion model, the flame index generally shows that non-premixed combustion is likely within
the injector stream while the conditions in the ORZ and IRZ are more favorable to pre-
mixed combustion. These findings may explain the discrepancies in the prediction of the
CH field by the non-premixed models as the CH reaction zone mostly lies within the IRZ,
where premixed combustion is expected. On the other hand, the shorter low-OH concen-
tration region in the results of the F-TACLES model may be attributed to the inability of
this model to accurately reproduce the non-premixed flame in the injector stream.
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(a) Flame Index of FPV simula-
tion.
(b) Flame Index of FPV-Cvar
simulation.
(c) Flame Index of F-TACLES
simulation.





In this work, we have examined and extended two different classes of predictive methods
in the context of reacting flow. One of the methods is the linear stability analysis which
is considered to be a lower-order method. This analysis tool has been used in the past for
theoretical studies of flow dynamics. Recently, this method is seeing broader application in
more complex flow configurations. To extend linear stability analysis for utilization in more
complex reacting flows, we have introduced the flamelet model to this analysis method.
The flamelet model, a combustion model based on the solutions of one-dimensional
flames, is commonly used in large eddy simulations (LES) of jet flames. Flamelet mod-
els are usually developed to capture either premixed or non-premixed combustion but not
both combustion modes at the same time. Despite that, several applications of the flamelet
models in partially-premixed flames have produced results that are agreeable with exper-
imental measurements. However, using flamelet models in LES is relatively untested in
more realistic combustor configurations.
If the flamelet models are shown to be reasonable assumptions in the simulations of
realistic combustors, then our flamelet extension of the linear stability analysis may be also
applicable to such complex configurations as well. Recognizing that these two approaches
are intertwined, this work seeks to address both issues at the same time. Specifically, our
extension of linear stability analysis with a flamelet model is validated in a simple buoyant
jet flame configuration. The utilization of flamelet models in LES is also examined in a gas
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turbine model combustor which exhibits the same complex features of a real combustor.
Our findings and conclusions in these reacting flow setups are summarized below.
5.1 Buoyant Diffusion Jet Flame
The buoyant jet diffusion flame investigated by Füri et al. (2002) is used as the config-
uration to apply the linear stability analysis method with a flamelet model. Specifically,
this analysis focuses on the inner Kelvin-Helmholtz instability mode of this jet flame. The
growth rate of the inner mode at a single axial position is estimated from harmonically
forced simulations of the jet flame. Comparison with local linear stability analysis results
shows good agreement with simulations results. More specifically, the computed growth
rate of the instability as a function of excitation frequency at x/D = 0.13 is similar for
both the linear stability analysis results and processed data from simulations.
In addition, we have also considered a global mode reconstruction of the inner mode
using local linear stability analysis solutions. Overall, the reconstructed global modes are
qualitatively similar to the excited modes in simulations. Among the two frequencies of
excitation examined here, better agreement is seen at the lower frequency. At the higher
forcing frequency, non-linear effects may be become more important than in the low fre-
quency case.
The sensitivity of the inner mode instability to modeling assumptions is also investi-
gated with linear stability analysis. The utilization of a flamelet model allows for seamless
switching of chemistry kinetics, transport models and gas laws. Our findings indicate that
a simpler description of the reaction chemistry tends to lead to a lower prediction of the
growth rate the inner mode instability. It is important to note that simpler chemistry ki-
netics is still used in reacting flow as the stiffness of complex chemistry can introduce
significant computational cost.
Besides the inner mode, the outer instability mode of this buoyant jet flame is also
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investigated with linear stability analysis. By using Briggs’ method, the outer mode is
shown to be absolutely unstable. Furthermore, the analysis indicates that this instability
mode becomes convective when buoyancy effects are reduced. Compared to the early
work by Lingens et al. (1996), in which buoyancy effects are neglected in their analysis,
our model show that this absolute instability is driven by buoyancy.
In addition to the linear stability analysis, this buoyant jet flame is also investigated by
applying spectral analysis and proper orthogonal decomposition to the results of the simu-
lations. Examination of the temporal evolution of the temperature reveals that temperature
oscillations due to the instability can become saturated. This effect is not accounted for in
linear stability analysis and may be a source of error. A POD analysis also yields spatial
empirical modes for the outer instability that evolve at higher harmonic frequencies.
5.2 LES of Gas Turbine Model Combustor
Isothermal and reacting LES were performed for a gas turbine model combustor (GTMC)
(Weigand et al., 2006; Meier et al., 2006). The operating condition of flame A is considered
for the application of LES as it is most representative for the condition of an aircraft engine.
The combustion process in this flame is categorized as partially premixed. Hence premixed
or non-premixed flamelet models may not be able to fully capture the flame dynamics.
To this end, the models are examined to assess the error introduced by the projection of
the experimentally measured flame states onto the flamelet solutions. Overall, the flamelet
models are reasonably accurate in reproducing the temperature and the mass fractions for
major species in the flame.
The reacting simulations are calculated with three different flamelet models: two non-
premixed models and one premixed model. Based on the results of these computations,
the velocity field is generally insensitive to the combustion model. Moreover, comparisons
with LDV velocity measurements suggest that the simulation is in good agreement with
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the experiment. However, the LES predictions of thermo-chemical variables show greater
sensitivity to the combustion models. In general, the premixed flamelet model predicts
slightly higher temperature in the inner recirculation zone while the non-premixed models
predict higher temperature in the outer recirculation zone. In the interior of the GTMC,
the predicted mean and rms fluctuation of temperature are in good agreement with the
experiment.
Independent of the combustion models utilized, the simulation results generally show
higher temperatures than the experimental measurements near the burner walls. This slight
over-prediction is attributed to wall heat loss effects that are not captured in the adiabatic
flamelet models. Through evaluation of the conditional statistics, the wall heat losses are
shown to lower and shift the temperature peak in mixture fraction space. Future develop-
ment of non-adiabatic flamelet models should account for these effects.
An isothermal flow in GTMC is also considered in this numerical study. These simula-
tions are performed prior to the reacting case to assess the grid sensitivity of LES results in
the GTMC. At the finest mesh, grid convergence of results is obtained and the evaluation
of a LES quality criterion indicates that most of the large scale turbulence is sufficiently
resolved. However, the wall resolution in the swirl region is insufficient and needs to be
addressed in future work.
Within the setting of the isothermal flow, the flow field inside the combustion chamber
can be sensitive to the mass flow rate split between the two swirlers in the GTMC. To
further investigate this issue, we consider isothermal LES calculations of a truncated burner
geometry. The truncated burner is constructed in such a way that the mass flow rate through
two swirlers can be individually prescribed in the simulations. By varying this parameter
in the simulations, the results show that this parameter is able to affect the swirl strength,
thus changing the flow field within the combustion chamber.
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5.3 Future Work
In the linear analysis of the buoyant jet flame, we find that the parallel flow assumption
may be inadequate for analysis of the outer mode. Therefore, the next step is to forgo
the local parallel flow assumption and develop a bi-global stability analysis method that
does not rely on this assumption. Local analysis is still useful as it is needed to provide
the unstable frequency range for global stability analysis. Moreover, the global stability
analysis method may be applied to the LES results of the GTMC to assess the predictions
of linear analysis.
Although the LES calculations of the GTMC are able to reproduce results that are in
reasonable agreement with experimental data, further improvements of the mesh, wall-
modeling and combustion modeling are needed to obtain predictions that are closer to the
measurements. Specifically, either significant mesh refinement at the walls or the utilization
of a wall model is needed to obtain higher quality LES solutions in the swirler portion of
the GTMC. In addition, the wall heat loss effects need to be account for in future LES
studies of this combustor.
Flames B and C represent two operation mode of the GTMC that are well-characterized
in experiments and can be the focus of future LES studies of this burner. Since Flame
B experiences significant thermo-acoustics instabilities, future LES investigations of this
flame must consider compressibility effects. A natural continuation of this work is to utilize
a compressible LES solver to assess the capability of the LES approach in predicting this
unstable flame.
Combustion processes in aircraft engines can be a source of aircraft noise. In gen-
eral, the noise contributions of the combustion can be categorized into direct combustion
noise and indirect combustion noise. Direct combustion noise is due to the pressure waves
directly generated by the reacting flows in the combustor. Thermo-acoustic instabilities,
if present, can be a significant contributor to direct combustion noise. Indirect noise is
generated by the interaction of gas turbine components with the entropy perturbations that
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are induced by the unsteady combustion processes. As a preliminary work on indirect
combustion noise, we have extracted the outgoing entropy perturbations from the GTMC
simulation and studied the noise generated when these perturbations are issued into a con-
tracting nozzle. In addition, jet noise can also be generated in the shear layer of the jet





Jet exhaust noise is a major contributor to the far-field radiation in low-bypass aircraft
engines. Over the last thirty years, significant progress has been made in understanding
the noise-generating mechanisms of subsonic and supersonic jets (Tanna et al., 1976; Tam,
1995; Morris et al., 2002). Specifically, the noise from imperfectly expanded jets can be
separated in contributions from turbulent mixing noise, broadband shock-associated noise,
and screech tones. The relative intensity of these individual noise source components is
dependent on operating conditions.
Apart from the direct propagation of core noise to the far field, core noise fluctuations
can play a pivotal role in the jet noise amplification (Brown, 2005). Experimental studies
have shown that tonal and broadband excitations upstream of the nozzle exit can amplify
the jet noise by as much as 5–10 dB compared to the unforced condition (Lu, 1983; Gerend
et al., 1975; Bechert & Pfizenmaier, 1976). In particular, Bechert & Pfizenmaier (1976,
1975) reported a pronounced broadband shift of the radiated sound for excitations at the
preferred shear-layer frequency. These observations on the jet noise amplification were
confirmed by Berman (1981) for axial and coaxial low-bypass jets; they attributed this
so-called excess noise to the excitation of the shear layer and subsequent increase in tur-
bulent stresses. Comprehensive experimental investigations by Lu (1983) in coaxial jets at
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simulated high bypass ratio engine conditions showed that also broadband excitations can
generate significant excess jet noise, which increases with increasing excitation level.
Although detailed understanding and comprehensive data about excess noise in heated
and imperfectly expanded jets are largely missing, an experimental study by Jubelin (1980)
concluded that heated jets are more receptive to upstream excitations, and the generated
excess noise has a pronounced directivity in the forward direction. Furthermore, measure-
ments in supercritical jets showed that shock-associated noise can be strongly amplified.
Compared to subsonic jets, these far-field spectra did not show evidence of the tonal exci-
tation, which suggests that the absence of irregularities in the spectral shape is insufficient
to discriminate between excited and unexcited jet noise (Jubelin, 1980).
Toward investigating the effect of turbulence on the jet-acoustic response, experimental
investigations by Raman et al. (1989) revealed that the frequency of the preferred mode
and excitation amplitude depends on the initial level of turbulence intensity. Comprehen-
sive investigations by Ahuja and coworkers examined the jet noise broadband amplification
problem using flow visualization (Ahuja & Whiffen, 1985), flow measurements (Lepicov-
sky et al., 1985; Ahuja & Whiffen, 1985) and acoustic measurements Ahuja & Blakney
(1985). They concluded that amplified large-scale structures result in increased small-
scale turbulence and the small-scale turbulence is responsible for the increased broadband
noise (Ahuja & Blakney, 1985). Theoretical results by Zaman showed that excitations en-
hance the vortex pairing, which is responsible for the increased sound generation (Zaman,
1985).
The objective of this work is to investigate effects of nozzle-upstream perturbations
on the acoustic radiation in heated jets. To this end, large-eddy simulations of a model
gas-turbine combustor are performed to provide realistic combustor exit conditions. The
combustor exit is connected to a converging nozzle, discharging the combustion products
into the ambient environment. Details regarding the model problem and computational
configuration are given in the next section. A linear Euler formulation is used to model the
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Figure A.1: Direct and indirect noise source contributions originating from unsteady com-
bustion process, non-linear coupling mechanisms, and jet noise amplification; Arrows in
blue show the indirect core noise contributions.
indirect noise-generation that results from the coupling between entropy inhomogeneities
exiting the combustor and pressure radiation. The computational model for the description
of the combustor, the jet mean-flow simulation, and linearized Euler formulation are dis-
cussed in Sec. A.3. Modeling results are presented in Sec. A.4, and the paper finishes with
conclusions.
A.2 Problem Formulation
In aircraft engines several acoustic interaction processes exists, and the underlying coupling
mechanisms are schematically illustrated in Fig. A.1. Specifically, the unsteady flow-field
in the combustor generates inhomogeneities in vorticity, pressure, and entropy. Pressure
perturbations that are generated in the engine are commonly associated with direct-noise
contributions that propagate downstream, exit the nozzle, and radiate to the far-field. Al-
though dependent on engine configuration and operating regime, these direct core noise
contributions typically fall in the low-frequency range, corresponding to the 200-400 Hz
frequency band (Miles, 2008, 2009). In this context it is also noted that these direct noise-
sources can act as a bypass mechanism to excite thermo-acoustic instabilities in the com-
bustor (Poinsot & Veynante, 2005; Knoop et al., 1997; Burnley & Culick, 2000; Lieuwen,
2002), and even relatively weak interactions can trigger combustion instabilities (Putnam,
1971).
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Apart from combustion-generated pressure perturbations, the unsteady combustion pro-
cess generates velocity and entropy fluctuations that exit the combustor, and are convected
to the nozzle. As shown by Marble & Candel (1977), these entropy perturbations inter-
act with the pressure gradients in the turbine and the nozzle, and are converted to acoustic
pressure perturbations. This process is referred to as indirect noise.
The present work is concerned with investigating effects of entropy perturbations on
the acoustic radiation in heated jets. A schematic of the model-problem is illustrated in
Fig. A.2, and consists of a gas-turbine combustor which is connected to a converging noz-
zle, expanding the combustor exhaust products into the ambient environment. Large-eddy
simulations of the combustor are performed to evaluate the mean-flow and fluctuating quan-
tities at the combustor exit. The mean-flow in the nozzle and the jet is obtained as solution
of a steady-state Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulation, and the spatio-
temporal evolution of the perturbations of pressure, velocity, and entropy are evaluated
from the linearized Euler equations (LEE). Details on the mathematical model, geometric
configurations, and operating conditions are provided in the next section.





Figure A.2: Schematic of the model-problem, consisting of (i) a large-eddy simulation of
a model gas turbine combustor for predicting transient combustor exit conditions, and (ii)
simulation of the nozzle flow and acoustic far-field radiation.
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A.3 Computational Model
A.3.1 Jet Mean Flow Computation
The exit of the combustor is connected to a converging nozzle, and a separate steady-
state RANS computation is performed to compute the flow in the nozzle and the heated
jet. This RANS simulation begins at the nozzle inlet, at which flow-field conditions from
the combustor simulation are prescribed. The nozzle inlet conditions for the mean-flow
simulation are obtained by averaging over the combustor exit area, resulting in a mean
temperature of 〈T̃ 〉 = 1752 K and mean pressure of 〈p〉 = 2 bar (corresponding to a
combustor exit Mach number of 0.123).
The geometry of the nozzle is approximated by a cubic polynomial, having the follow-
ing form
r = 172.8x3 + 12.96x2 + 0.0092 [m] for − 0.05 m ≤ x ≤ 0 , (A.1)
where r and x are the radial and axial coordinates. The nozzle has zero slopes at both
ends and a thickness of 1mm with a round trailing edge. The nozzle geometry together















Figure A.3: Nozzle geometry and geometry-conformal mesh around the nozzle geometry.
on the combustor exit conditions and the nozzle geometry, the nozzle exit Mach number
is 0.95 and the Reynolds number, Re = UJDJ/ν, is 200,000. The computational domain
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for the jet mean-flow simulation extends up to x = 1 m and the spatial extend in radial
direction is r = 0.5 m, corresponding to 54 and 27 nozzle exit diameters, respectively.
The entire computational domain was discretized using 300,000 control volumes, and a
grid-refinement study was performed to ensure that the solution is grid-independent. A
geometry-conformal structured mesh is used within the nozzle and an unstructured grid
is used to discretize the nozzle-exterior domain. Local grid refinement is employed in the
shear-layer region. A finite volume method is used to solve the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations in an axisymmetric domain. The steady RANS equations are solved using a
second-order upwind flow solver with standard k− ε turbulence model. Pressure boundary
conditions are enforced at the outlet, and gauge pressure of 1 bar and temperature of 1752
K are prescribes as inlet conditions.
Figure A.4 compares simulation results from the 2D RANS computation with analyti-
cal results that are obtained from 1D nozzle theory. Overall, good agreement is obtained,
and small differences near the nozzle exit are attributed to the formation of expansion fans
as results of the under-expanded nozzle exit condition. Shown in the middle figure is the
temperature along the nozzle axis. Temperature is normalized by the ambient condition.
Corresponding to the combustor operating conditions and the nozzle geometry, the temper-
ature ratio at the nozzle exit is TJ/T0 = 5.
























1D Nozzle Theory 









































Figure A.4: Comparison of flow-predictions through the nozzle: axial velocity (left), tem-
perature (middle), and pressure (right).
Due to the under-expanded nozzle condition (see right of Fig. A.4), an expansion fan
forms at the nozzle lip, resulting in velocity oscillations near the nozzle. This is illus-
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trated in Fig. A.5, showing the mean axial velocity along the jet centerline. To facilitate a
qualitative comparison of the simulation results, we also present measurements that were
reported by Plumblee et al. (1976). It is noted that exit condition and heating ratio are not
representative for the configuration under investigation, but nevertheless enables a relative
comparison.













































Figure A.5: Axial velocity along jet centerline. Experimental data (Plumblee et al., 1976)
for qualitative comparison are shown by symbols.
The mean axial velocity field and mean temperature field are shown in Fig. A.6. Veloc-
ity contours through the nozzle indicate the presence of two-dimensional effects, and the
presence of a shock-cell near the nozzle exit is observable. The mean temperature field is
shown on the right of Fig. A.6. Due to the expansion through the nozzle, the temperature
reduces by approximately 250 K. The temperature affects the thermoviscous properties,
increasing the viscosity and thereby suppressing the turbulence generation. Theoretical
analysis by Monkewitz & Sohn (1988) suggests that heated jets can exhibit regions of ab-
solute instability in the potential core, and this stability boundary is dependent on operating
conditions and density ratio. Regions of absolute instability can lead to exponential growth
of perturbations that are generated upstream of the nozzle exit. These absolute instabil-
ity regions can enhance the noise generation, and this issue will be addressed in the next
section.
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Figure A.6: Predicted jet mean flow field: axial velocity (left) and temperature (right).
A.3.2 Linearized Euler Model
A.3.2.1 Mathematical Model
The evolution of the jet flow is governed by the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations which
are here written for pressure p, velocity u, and entropy s. These equations can be written
in non-dimensional form as:
∂p
∂t
+ u · ∇p+ γp∇ · u = (γ − 1) [C +D] , (A.2a)
∂u
∂t








∇ · τ , (A.2b)
∂s
∂t
+ u · ∇s = 1
p
[C +D] , (A.2c)




∇ · (λ∇T ) is the heat flux, D = γM2
Re
τ : ∇u is the viscous dissipation,
and τ is the viscous stress tensor.
To obtain the linearized Euler equations (LEE), the state vector φ(x, t) = (p,u, s)T is
decomposed into mean and fluctuating components, φ(x, t) = φ(x) + φ′(x, t), in which
an over-bar denotes a mean quantity and the prime refers to a perturbation. After expanding
Eqs. (A.2), and neglecting viscous and higher-order terms, the linearized Euler equations
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can be written as:
∂p′
∂t













+ u′ · ∇s̄+ ū · ∇s′ = 0 . (A.3c)
The density fluctuation ρ′, appearing in Eq. (A.3), is not an independent state variable, and








− γ − 1
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s′ . (A.4)




















The linearized Euler equations are solved numerically in a generalized axisymmetric coor-
dinate system. All spatial derivatives are discretized using a 4th-order dispersion-relation-
preserving (DRP) scheme (Tam & Webb, 1993), and a low dissipation dispersion Runge-
Kutta (LDDRK) scheme is used for time-advancement (Hu et al., 1996). The DRP scheme,
as implemented in the solver, uses a central difference stencil in the interior of the com-
putational domain. However, a one-sided biased stencil is used near the boundaries. The
biased stencil allows for the treatment of wall boundary conditions, as proposed by Tam &
Dong (1994). In this method, impermeable boundary conditions at solid walls are enforced
through the pressure in the ghost-cell region. Symmetry boundary conditions are applied
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along the centerline. Boundary conditions at the inlet and the far-field are described using
the characteristic boundary conditions. In addition to these non-reflecting boundary con-
ditions, a sponge zone is included to further dampen any spurious reflections. Although
this boundary treatment may be less effective than more sophisticated methods such as a
perfectly matched layer (PML), it is applicable to more general configurations and was suc-
cessfully employed by Barone & Lele (2005). Time-dependent perturbations at the inlet
were imposed through the sponge layer and the sponge strength was adjusted to minimize
phase-lag and retain the correct perturbation amplitude.
Due to the geometric complexity of the nozzle it is difficult to utilize a single curvilin-
ear mesh without introducing grid singularities. To address this issue, an over-set mesh-
strategy is utilized, and two overlapping curvilinear grids are used. The region surround-
ing the nozzle is discretized using a C-grid, and a stretched Cartesian grid is used to dis-
cretize the rest of the computational domain. The exchange of flow-field information be-
tween both grids is accomplished through a 6th-order accurate interpolation scheme using
the OVERTURE-framework (Brown et al., 1999), and a 6th-order implicit filter (Visbal &
Gaitonde, 2002) is used to suppress spurious oscillations.
A.3.2.3 LEE Verification
The LEE-solver that was outlined in the previous section is verified using a benchmark
configuration that describes the acoustic radiation of a harmonic point source which is im-
mersed in a parallel shear-flow (Agarwal et al., 2004). Parameters and operating conditions
are identical to the benchmark case, and results of this verification study are presented in
Fig. A.7. Figure A.7a shows the instantaneous pressure field; evident from this figure is
the presence of a convective Kelvin-Helmholtz instability that propagates in the jet forward
direction, and an acoustic mode that radiates in the sideline direction. A comparison of
simulation results and analytical results along the sideline y = 15 m at the beginning of
the excitation period is shown in Fig. A.7b. Overall, the numerical results are in good
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agreement with the analytical results except for the region x > 70 m. This discrepancy
can be attributed to the formation of a shear-layer instability (see Fig. A.7a), which is not












































Figure A.7: Verification of LEE-solver: (a) Pressure field at the beginning of an oscil-
lation period, (b) Quantitative comparison between numerical results and analytical solu-
tion (Agarwal et al., 2004).
A.4 Results
A.4.1 Computational Configuration
The computational domain for the LEE simulation is schematically illustrated in Fig. A.8.
The axial length of the simulation domain, Lx, is 0.5 m and its radial extend is Lr = 0.2
m. The background Cartesian mesh uses 504 grid points in the stream-wise direction and
168 grid points in the radial direction. The C-grid around the nozzle has 480 grid points
along the nozzle geometry and 30 grid points normal to the nozzle-wall. The shaded region
in Fig. A.8 indicates the sponge-layer, which is extruded into the domain. The dimension
of the sponge zone and the corresponding sponge strength parameter σ are summarized in
Tab. A.1. Following a quadratic decay-law, the forcing strength in the sponge zone decrease
from the prescribed value of σ at the outer end of the sponge layer to zero at the interface











Figure A.8: Schematic of the computational domain.
Lsi Lso Lsu σsi σso σsu
0.015m 0.05m 0.1m 105 10 10
Table A.1: Sponge zone parameters.
A.4.2 Specification of Boundary and Mean-flow Conditions
Transient inflow conditions at the nozzle inlet are obtained from the solution of the combustion-
simulation, which was discussed in Chap. 4. Since this simulation employs a low-Mach
number formulation, information about pressure perturbations are not available, and only
entropy inhomogeneities are prescribed as nozzle-upstream flow-field perturbations in the
LEE-model. To this end, the time history of the density field at the combustor exit was
recorded, and a proper orthogonal decomposition was used to extract the first energetic
radial mode. From this model the corresponding entropy perturbation profile is evaluated
using the linearized thermodynamic relation of Eq. (A.4). Harmonic oscillations of this
entropy mode of the form
s′(r, t) = ŝ(r) cos(St 2πt) (A.6)
are then enforced at the inlet. In this equation, St is the Strouhal number, t is the non-
dimensional time, and the first energetic entropy POD-mode ŝ(r) is shown in Fig. A.9.
This time-dependent boundary condition is prescribed at the nozzle inflow. In the follow-
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Figure A.9: Entropy mode ŝ(r) obtained from POD-analysis.
ing, three different forcing frequencies, corresponding to St = {0.255, 0.051, 0.0255}, are
considered, and simulation results are presented in the next section.
A.4.3 Results and Discussion
In this section, modeling results from the LEE-formulation are presented. The reader is re-
minded that this investigation focuses on the flow-field response to nozzle-upstream pertur-
bations, and non-linear noise-source mechanisms, arising from the turbulence/acoustic/mean-
flow interaction are not considered. A numerical investigation of the impulse response
showed that the jet-flow is convectively unstable, and an absolutely unstable behavior was
not observed for this particular operating condition.
Instantaneous flow-field results for pressure and entropy at three different Strouhal
numbers are presented in Fig. A.10. Entropy perturbations at the nozzle inlet interact with
the pressure gradient through the nozzle. This coupling process leads to the generation of
pressure and velocity instabilities that propagate as acoustic and convective waves, respec-
tively. The spatial evolution of the pressure and entropy waves in the jet-near field shows
that the directivity and growth-rate of the instability waves are dependent on the excitation
frequency. The configuration with the highest excitation frequency of St = 0.255, shown
in the first row of Fig. A.10, exhibits a pronounced directivity of the pressure radiation in
the 45◦ forward direction. Unlike the pressure, the entropy-field, shown in Fig. A.10b, only
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(a) Pressure, St = 0.255 (b) Entropy, St = 0.255
(c) Pressure, St = 0.051 (d) Entropy, St = 0.051
(e) Pressure, St = 0.0255 (f) Entropy, St = 0.0255
Figure A.10: Instantaneous flow-field results for pressure (left) and entropy (right) for
three different Strouhal numbers: St = 0.255 (top), St = 0.051 (middle), and St = 0.0255
(bottom).
exhibits a weak growth, and the perturbations decay beyond x/DJ = 15. The excitation
frequency of St = 0.255 is close to the preferred shear-layer instability. A reduction of the
excitation frequency by a factor of 5 and 10, respectively, leads to a shift in the directivity
towards the jet forward direction and enhanced amplification of the hydrodynamic insta-
bilities in jet-downstream direction. Figures A.10d and A.10f show that the entropy waves
are stretched along the axial direction and are amplified for x/DJ > 10.
A comparison of the pressure directivity in the jet near-field confirms the frequency-
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dependent jet noise-radiation. This comparison is illustrated in Fig. A.11, showing the root-
mean-square pressure signal at a radial distance of r/DJ = 8.5 along the axial direction.
This comparison confirms the frequency-dependent shift in the directivity, and the pressure
radiation shifts towards the jet-forward direct with lower frequency. This requires further
consideration and is addressed in subsequent work.























Figure A.11: Near-field directivity at a distance r/DJ = 8.5 along the axial direction.
A comparison of the pressure signal and power spectral density at a measurement lo-
cation of x/DJ = 15 and r/DJ = 8 is presented in Fig. A.12. It can be seen that after a






















































Figure A.12: Comparison of pressure signal (a) and power spectral density (b) at measure-
ment location x/DJ = 15 and r/DJ = 8.
short transition period, the pressure signal oscillates at the excitation frequency, which is
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a direct result of the linear model-formulation. It is also noted that the magnitude of the
pressure signal is different for all three cases. We attribute this to the specification of the
inflow perturbation, Eq. (A.6), whose rms-value is frequency-dependent.
A.5 Summary and Conclusions
Effects of nozzle-upstream entropy perturbations on the acoustic radiation from a heated jet
are investigated. For this, a model problem is considered, in which a gas-turbine combustor
discharges reaction products through a converging nozzle into the ambient environment.
The turbulent reacting flow field in the combustor is computed using large-eddy simulation
(LES), and the unsteady flow-field at the combustor exit is extracted to provide realistic
inflow conditions to the jet-flow simulation. A steady-state RANS simulation is employed
to compute the nozzle and the jet mean-flow. A linearized Euler formulation is used to
simulate the spatio-temporal evolution of flow-field fluctuations for velocity, pressure, and
entropy, and the coupling to the mean flow. The linearized Euler equations are solved in a
generalized curvilinear coordinate system using a 4th-order accurate spatial discretization
scheme.
Parametric studies are performed to investigate effects of frequency and amplitude of
the nozzle-upstream entropy perturbations on the jet instability and the jet noise directivity.
Simulation results show that the directivity is dependent on the perturbation frequency.
Excitation around the preferred shear-layer instability leads to strong acoustic radiation
in the 45◦ forward direction, and the radiation angle decreases with decreasing excitation
frequency.
Further research will focus on extending this analysis to different POD-excitation modes
to investigate the sensitivity of the spatial structure on the jet instability. Another research
direction addresses the consideration of the non-linear interaction between mean-flow, tur-
bulence, and acoustic perturbations.
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